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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. The highest bidder shall be the Buyer. If any dispute arises, the
Auctioneers shall have absolute discretion to settle it and put up any
disputed Lot again. The Auctioneers reserve the right to refuse any
bidding.
2. All lots are put up for sale subject to any agreed reserve price imposed
by the seller. The Auctioneers and Vendors reserve the right to bid for
each Lot and to alter the Lotting as may be considered necessary, and to
withdraw any Lot or Lots from the Sale.
3. The full purchase money for each Lot is to be paid at the fall of the
hammer. The declaration of the name of the buyer shall be deemed
a full and sufficient acceptance of the Lot, which shall then be and
remain in every respect at the absolute risk of the respective buyer
or buyers thereof, and shall be removed from the place of sale at the
buyer’s expense, and taken with all faults and errors of description, the
Auctioneers not holding themselves responsible for the correctness of
the description, the genuineness or authenticity of, or any fault or defect
in any Lot. The Contract of Sale is to be deemed in all cases as made
exclusively with the Auctioneers, and the payment is to be made to them
alone.
4. No lot or lots shall be removed from the premises on which the sale
is held until paid for, nor shall any person be allowed to retract his or her
bidding, but must give his or her name and residence on demand. No
lot under any circumstances to be removed during the hours of the sale
but all Lots must be removed within five working days of the sale. No
relaxation whatever can be made to this condition. Should any damage
be occasioned by any buyer to any property of any Vendor which is
either reserved or unsold, the buyer shall make good the same or pay
a sum in damages which may be agreed between the Auctioneers, as
representing the vendor, and such buyer, or failing agreement as to said
damages, the amount shall be settled by the Auctioneers whose decision
shall be final.
5. Methods of Payment
Cheques – All cheques must be made payable to Lindsay Burns
and Company. It is necessary to allow at least five working days for
the cheque to clear before collecting the lots (unless agreed with the
auctioneers prior to sale).
Cash - Lindsay Burns & Company accepts cash payments up to
£5,000.00
Bank transfer - All bank transfers must state the relevant paddle
number (found on the top right of your invoice, if you are unsure of this
number please contact the office) If transferring from a foreign currency,
the total Lindsay Burns & Company receive must be the amount due in
pounds sterling after a currency conversion. All transfers must include
anticipated bank charges. Our bank details are available on request.
Credit card and debit card payments -There are no charges for using
debit or credit cards. Lindsay Burns & Company does not accept card
payments over the telephone or internet, only in person on the premises
(unless agreed with the auctioneers prior to sale).
6. It is hereby expressly stipulated that all sales be cash transactions at
the fall of the hammer. Notwithstanding this a bill statement may be
delivered to the buyer at the end of the sale, for the convenience of such
buyer, no stamped receipt shall be required by such a buyer. Except at his
or her own expense.
7. If any buyer shall fail to comply with the above conditions or any of
them, the Auctioneers shall be at liberty to recover in full the amount
outstanding for the Lot or Lots bought by such buyer, together with a 5%
administrative charge, and all costs, charges and expenses incurred; or to
re-sell any Lot or Lots bought by such buyer, either by public or private
sale, and the full amount of the purchase money at the present sale, or the
deficiency (if any) arising from the second sale together with all interest,
cost, charges and expenses, shall be made good by the defaulter.
8. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneers shall be responsible for any
loss, damages or injury occasioned to or sustained by any person on the
premises, before, during or after the sale howsoever the same may arise.
9. All Lots marked with the prefix * indicates VAT is payable in addition
to the Selling Price.

10. All Lots prefixed with @ indicates that VAT is included in the Selling
Price.
11. All lots prefixed with AR indicate that they are subject to Artists
Resale Right. This will only apply to items selling for a hammer price
of €1000 or greater, converted into the currency of the sale using the
European Central Bank reference rate prevailing on the date of sale.
The additional premium will be payable to Lindsay Burns & Company
by the buyer to cover our expenses relating to the payment of royalties
under the Artists Resale Right Regulations 2006 and The Artists Resale
Right (Amendment) Regulations 2011. The Royalty is calculated as a
percentage of the Hammer Price and is set out on a sliding scale from
4% to 0.25%, see table below. The maximum Royalty is capped at
€12,500 which applies to works sold for €2 million or more.
Hammer price
Percentage
From €0-€50,000
4%
From €50,000.01 to €200,000
3%
From €200,000.01 to €350,000
1%
From €350,000.01 to 500,000
0.5%
Exceeding €500,000
0.25%
12. Buyer’s premium is charged at 20% plus VAT at the prevailing rate
on the hammer price of all lots sold.
13. Lindsay Burns & Company offers an online bidding service via
thesaleroom.com. This service is provided for bidders who cannot
attend the sale. Online auctions allow you to listen, bid and watch the
sale in real time. To view the catalogue and register for the sale please
go to www.the-saleroom.com/lindsayburns . Please note that successful
bids made via thesaleroom.com live auction service will be subject to
an additional 3% charge plus VAT at the prevailing rate over and above
Lindsay Burns & Company’s buyer’s premium.
14. Lindsay Burns & Company prepare Condition Reports and state
the physical condition of the lots offered for sale. Lindsay Burns &
Company do this free of charge and on behalf of our vendors. Should
any potential buyer request a Condition report then Lindsay Burns &
Company will provide this. Lindsay Burns & Company are not entering
into a contract with the potential buyer. Whilst every effort is taken to
ensure the accuracy of the Sale Catalogue and such Condition Reports,
they and all descriptions given are prepared by us to the best of our
knowledge and any dates and descriptions relating to lots are the Opinion
of Lindsay Burns and Company. They do not assume responsibility for
them in any way. All lots are available for inspection to potential buyers
during the viewing period prior to the Auction.
15. Definitions
Auctioneer the representative of Lindsay Burns & Company conducting
the sale.
Buyer the person to whom a lot is knocked down to by the Auctioneer
and will include any bidder or potential buyer.
Buyer’s Premium is the sum calculated on the Hammer Price currently
20% +VAT.
Condition Report is a report on the physical condition of a lot prepared
by Lindsay Burns & Company for potential buyers (see 15).
Hammer Price is the price for which the lot is knocked down by the
Auctioneer on the day of sale (not subject to Buyers Premium or VAT).
Lindsay Burns & Company The Auctioneers as referred to as Lindsay
Burns & Company.
Lot any item consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company with a view to
being sold at auction.
Sale the auction sale at for which a lot is to be offered for sale by
Lindsay Burns & Company.
VAT Value Added Tax at the prevailing rate at the day of sale.
Vendor the seller of lots consigned to Lindsay Burns & Company.
Published by Lindsay Burns & Company 15th January 2018
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TuESDAy 24TH APRIL
LONgCASE CLOCkS

Lot 1
1.
An early 19th century
mahogany drum head longcase
clock, W. Wighton, Edinburgh,
the circular enamelled dial with
Roman numerals, subsidiary
seconds dial and date dial, the
twin train movement striking
on a coiled gong, the circular
hood supported by scroll carved
details, the panelled trunk
door flanked by half columns,
raised on a rectangular base and
bracket feet, key, pendulum and
weights present, 205cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 2

Lot 3

2. A 19th century mahogany
longcase clock, the circular
enamelled dial with Roman
numerals, subsidiary seconds dial
and date dial, the twin train four
pillar movement striking on a bell,
within domed top hood decorated
with three Ho Ho bird and ball
shaped finials, the panelled trunk
door flanked by foliate carved
quarter columns, on a rectangular
panelled base and shaped plinth,
pendulum and winding key
present, overall 213cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

3. A 19th century mahogany
longcase clock, the enamelled
dial with Roman numerals,
subsidiary seconds and date dials,
the arch decorated with Burns
and Highland Mary, the spandrels
decorated with Earth, Air, Fire
and Water, the twin train four
pillar movement striking on a
bell, within a rectangular hood
with moulded cornice above
a rectangular trunk door, on a
rectangular base, pendulum and
weights present, overall 209cm
high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
3
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Lot 4

Lot 5

Lot 6

4. A george III green lacquer
longcase clock, Walter Morgan,
Hereford, the brass dial with
silvered chapter ring bearing
Arabic and Roman numerals, with
subsidiary seconds dial and date
aperture, the twin train four pillar
movement striking on a bell within
caddy top hood, the trunk with
rectangular dome topped door,
above a rectangular base raised on
a shaped plinth decorated in the
chinoiserie style with pavilions,
figures and birds, 224cm high.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

5. A 19th century mahogany
longcase clock, W.M. Thomson,
Dalkeith, the enamelled dial
with Roman numerals, subsidiary
seconds dial and date dial, the arch
painted with figures seated around
a table, the spandrels emblematic
of the seasons, the twin train four
pillar movement striking on a bell,
within swan neck hood supported
by turned columns, the trunk with
convex panel door flanked by
half columns, on a rectangular
base, key, pendulum and weights
present, overall 207cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

6. A 19th century mahogany
longcase clock, David Whitelaw,
Edinburgh, the circular brass
dial with Roman numerals, the
twin train four pillar movement
striking on a bell, within a
dome top hood, the trunk with
rectangular panelled door flanked
by fluted quarter columns, raised
on a rectangular base and bracket
feet, key, pendulum and weights
present, overall 214cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 7
7. A 19th century mahogany
longcase clock, Willocks,
Brechin, the enamelled dial with
Roman numerals, subsidiary
seconds dial and date dial, the
spandrels decorated with female
figures emblematic of the seasons,
the arch painted with interior
scene of couple and attendant
dog, the twin train four pillar
movement striking on a bell,
contained within a mahogany case
made by A. Marshall, Dundee
1987, inscribed on brass plaque on
reverse of trunk door, pendulum,
weights and key present, overall
235cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 8
8. An early 19th century
mahogany and ebony lined
longcase clock, the circular
enamelled dial with Roman
numerals, subsidiary seconds
dial and date dial, the twin
train movement striking on a
bell, within a dome top hood
with foliate carved surmount
and beaded detail, the trunk
with recessed panel door
flanked by quarter columns
with foliate carved collars,
raised on a panelled rectangular
base, pendulum and weights
present, overall 220cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 9
9. A george III mahogany
longcase clock, Wirksworth,
Winstanley, the silvered circular
dial with Arabic and Roman
numerals, with crescent shaped
date aperture, the twin train four
pillar movement striking on a bell,
enclosed within a broken scroll
neck hood supported by gilt metal
mounted Corinthian columns, the
rectangular trunk door flanked
by fluted quarter columns, above
a rectangular panelled base,
raised on bracket feet, pendulum,
weights and key present, overall
211cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
5
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A BARN FIND VINTAgE FORD 103E POPuLAR, CIRCA 1950s
10. A vintage Ford
103E Popular, circa
1950s, Barn Find
condition probably
not moved in over
fifty years, sold as
seen in situ off site.
Note: Viewing by
arrangement with the
Auctioneers, it will
be the responsibility
of the buyer to
remove the lot from
the off site location.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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FuRNITuRE
11. A late 19th century oak centre table, the
rectangular top with canted angles above a long frieze
drawer carved with foliate scrolls, flanked by lion
mask and drop ring terminals, raised on foliate carved
baluster columns with four mythical fish shaped
supports united by a stretcher, 98cm wide x 76cm
high x 59cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
12. A late 19th century oak and brass bound
barrel shaped stick stand, 61cm high x 29cm
wide x 22cm deep. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
13. An early 20th century Louis XV style
kingwood, marquetry and gilt metal mounted
corner vitrine, the cornice of serpentine above a
single glazed cupboard door, opening to a fitted
interior of three velvet lined adjustable shelves,
raised on tapered cabriole supports with foliate cast
mounts, 78cm wide x 139.5cm high x 54cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 15
15. Tim Stead (1952-2000) - A burr elm dresser,
the upper section with four open shelves and single
cupboard door, on a base fitted with two frieze
drawers and two cupboard doors below, opening
to a fitted interior with a single shelf, 139cm
wide x 197cm high x 52cm deep. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 14
14. Tim Stead (1952-2000) - A burr elm kitchen
cabinet of asymmetric form, the rectangular polished
stone top above a single frieze drawer and two open
recesses, overall 58cm wide x 88cm high x 28cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 16
16. Tim Stead (1952-2000) - A burr elm
Vertebrate armchair, with strung seat, 103.5cm
wide x 105cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
7
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17. A Chinese burr wood and dark wood child’s
chair, the rectangular shaped back with five vertical
spindles, above a burr wood panelled seat concealing
a drawer below, raised on cylindrical supports united
by stretchers, 78cm high. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
18. A Chinese dark wood console table of neat
proportions, the rectangular panelled top raised
on four slightly shaped square section supports,
united by stretchers and raised on four small splayed
feet, 120cm wide x 90cm high x 36cm deep.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

23. A pair of early 20th century parquetry and
gilt metal mounted Louis XV style occasional
tables, the shaped rectangular tops above plain friezes
centred with pierced gilt metal floral boss, raised on
four cabriole supports with gilt metal mounts united
by an under tier, 39.5cm wide x 61cm high x 35.5cm
deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

19. A pair of Chinese dark wood and mother
of pearl inlaid side chairs, late Qing Dynasty, the
shaped top rails carved with mask and scroll detail
above a rectangular panel with marble insert, within
a border of mother of pearl inlaid flowers and foliage,
the rectangular seats with mottled red and white
marble inserts, raised on four square section supports
with scroll carved feet united by stretchers, 94cm
high x 54cm wide. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
20. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the shaped circular top with a mottled
red and white marble insert above a pierced and
foliate carved frieze, raised on four mask and scroll
carved supports with claw and ball feet united by
concave stretchers, 45cm diameter x 46cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
21. A 20th century oak octagonal plinth in the
form of a fluted column, 36cm diameter x 58.5cm
high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 24
24. A 19th century mahogany snap top supper
table, the hinged circular top raised on an octagonal
baluster column and concave platform base with
four scroll feet and recessed brass castors, 136cm
diameter x 73.5cm high. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 25
25. A 19th century rosewood sofa, the needlework
upholstered back, arms and seat fronted by scroll and
foliate carved arms, raised on six short foliate and
scroll carved legs, 216cm wide x 70cm high x 83cm
deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 22
22. A late 19th century French kingwood,
parquetry and gilt metal mounted writing
cabinet, the grey and white marble top with a
pierced gilt metal three quarter gallery, above a pair
of cupboard doors with parquetry inlaid details,
opening to a fitted interior with fall front writing slope
flanked by open divisions, raised on four cabriole
supports, 98cm wide x 106.5cm high x 41cm deep.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)
8

26. A William IV mahogany stool, the upholstered
seat above a frieze carved with inverted anthemion
shaped pendants, raised on four tapered cylindrical
supports with reeded detail, 43cm wide x 51cm
high x 44cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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27. A 19th century Continental kingwood
and marquetry inlaid secretaire a abattant, the
rectangular top above a single frieze drawer and
rectangular fall front inlaid with an oval panel
depicting twin handled urn issuing flowers and
foliage, opening to a fitted interior of four drawers
and two open shelves, over three drawers, raised on
tapered square section supports, 67cm wide x 152cm
high x 33cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

30. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the circular top with a mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and foliate carved
frieze, raised on four shaped supports with mask and
scroll carved detail terminating in claw and ball feet,
42cm diameter x 46cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
31. A Chinese dark wood altar table, late 19th/
early 20th century, the rectangular panelled
top above a pierced frieze carved with pairs of
dragons contesting a flaming pearl, raised on four
pierced and dragon carved supports united by
stretchers, 152cm wide x 91.5cm high x 56cm deep.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
32. A Chinese dark wood vase stand, the
circular top raised on three concave supports with
ruyi carved feet, 29cm diameter x 28.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 28
28. A French Louis XVI style marquetry and
gilt metal mounted commode, the altered hinged
top opening to a later fitted interior, above two false
drawers, raised on four cabriole supports with foliate
cast mounts, 127cm wide x 88.5cm high x 57cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 33
33. A late 19th/early 20th century French
Transitional Style breakfront commode, the
shaped marble top above two long drawers and a
shaped apron with gilt metal ribbon tied pendant
suspending oval portrait medallion, raised on
short cabriole supports with foliate and paw cast
sabots, 122cm wide x 94cm high x 54cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 29
29. A late 19th/early 20th century pine Orkney
chair, with woven drop in upholstered seat, 106cm
high. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

34. A late 19th century French kingwood,
marquetry and ormolu mounted work table, the
rectangular top with a serpentine edge, opening to
reveal a mirrored underside and fitted interior above
a shallow drawer in the apron, raised on four cabriole
supports with foliate and scroll cast mounts trailing
to sabots, 59cm wide x 74cm high x 43cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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35. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand,
Qing Dynasty, the square top with a mottled red
and white marble insert above a pierced and foliate
carved frieze, on four square section supports
with claw and ball feet, 35cm square x 47cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
36. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the square shaped top with a mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and foliate carved
frieze, raised on four supports with claw and ball feet,
41cm square x 47.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

38. A Victorian walnut credenza, the mottled
grey and white marble top above a frieze centred
with oval shaped cartouche flanked by fruit and
foliage, over a pair of panelled cupboard doors set
with circular mirror plates, opening to a fitted interior
of a single shelf, flanked by rectangular shaped
columns with ribbon tie fruit and foliate swags, the
ends with three velvet lined open shelves, raised on
a plinth, 176cm wide x 106.5cm high x 46cm deep.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)
39. A 19th century mahogany wing armchair,
the upholstered back, arms and seat raised on tapered
cylindrical supports with brass cups and castors.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 37
37. An early 20th century Louis XV style
kingwood, marquetry and ormolu mounted
side cabinet, the Breche d’Alep marble top with a
moulded edge, above an open centre section with two
adjustable shelves flanked by two shallow drawers and
two glazed cupboard doors, opening to fitted interiors
with glass shelves, raised on tapered cylindrical
supports with scroll cast sabots, 136cm wide x 113cm
high x 41cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 40
40. A 19th century mahogany cellarette, the
hinged square cover opening to a fitted interior, the
front panel with flower and foliate carved borders,
raised on a tapered cylindrical column with three
downswept channelled supports terminating in brass
toes and castors, 40cm wide x 83cm high x 40cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
41. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular top with mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and foliate carved
frieze, raised on four supports with claw and ball feet
united by a panelled under tier, 42.5cm wide x 81cm
high x 30cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 38
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42. A small Chinese dark wood altar table,
the rectangular panelled top above a pierced
frieze centred with a circular motif, raised on
pierced rectangular section supports united by
stretchers, 89cm wide x 75.5cm high x 37cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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43. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, late
Qing Dynasty, the shaped circular top with a mottled
red and white marble insert above a frieze carved
and pierced with flowers and foliage, raised on four
mask and foliate carved supports terminating in claw
and ball feet, united by concave stretchers, 45cm
diameter x 45.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
44. A 20th century French mahogany, marquetry
and ormolu mounted occasional table, the oval
shaped white and grey veined marble top with pierced
three quarter gallery above a pull out leather lined
writing slide, over a frieze inlaid with scrolls and
flowers, the sides fitted with small drawers, raised
on four cabriole supports with scroll cast mounts
and foliate cast sabots resting on castors, united
by a kidney shaped under tier, 59cm wide x 76cm
high x 37cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 47
47. A 19th century oak and green leather
upholstered wing armchair, with brass studded
detail, raised on cabriole supports with pad feet resting
on castors. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 45
45. An early 19th century coromandel and
lacquer snap top occasional table, the hinged
rectangular top with canted angles, decorated with
a lacquered scene of chinoiserie figures in Chinese
landscape, raised on a tapered cylindrical column with
four downswept supports with brass line inlay, brass
paw feet and castors, 58cm wide x 72cm high x 43cm
deep. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
46. A 19th century rosewood centre table, the
rounded rectangular top above two frieze drawers
backed by two false drawers, raised on tapered
cylindrical supports with reeded detail and four
downswept legs with brass paw feet and castors
united by a reeded stretcher, 110cm wide x 76cm
high x 57cm deep. £500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 48
48. A Victorian oak octagonal shaped centre
table, the green baize lined top above four frieze
drawers divided by four false drawers, raised on four
turned supports with ebonised dot inlaid detail, resting
on an X-shaped stretcher and ceramic castors, 113cm
diameter x 73cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
49. A Victorian mahogany green leather
upholstered armchair, with button down upholstered
back, arms and seat, raised on baluster turned supports
with brass cups and castors. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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52. A 19th century Continental gilt wood
console table, the white and grey veined marble
top with a serpentine edge above a pierced and
foliate carved frieze, raised on two shaped supports
with foliate and scroll carved feet united by a scroll
crest, 77cm wide x 81.5cm high x 47cm deep.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 50
50. A 19th century pollard oak and ebony
lined octagonal shaped centre table, the shaped
top centred with an octagonal burr wood panel,
surrounded by radiating veneers within a broad
ebony lined border, raised on four reeded cylindrical
supports resting on a square plinth base centred by
a floral carved boss, raised on four circular feet with
foliate carved detail, 120cm diameter x 78cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
51. An impressive Chinese dark wood console
table, Qing Dynasty, the serpentine shaped top with
a mottled red and white marble insert, above a frieze
carved with a central oval shaped panel of figures
under foliate canopy, flanked by fruit, flowers and
animals, raised on mask, scroll and foliate carved
supports united by stretchers carved with scrolling
foliage, 150.5cm wide x 86cm high x 75cm deep.
Provenance: This table once formed part of the
furnishings of Ardencraig House on the Isle of Bute.
It was included with the property when purchased in
1957. £3000-5000 (+24%BP*)
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53. A late 19th/early 20th century French Vernis
Martin style kidney shaped occasional table,
the shaped top decorated with classical maiden,
flowers and foliage above a single frieze drawer
decorated with flowers and scrolls, raised on four
tapered cabriole supports with scroll and foliate
cast mounts, 68cm wide x 75cm high x 35cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
54. A William IV rosewood writing table, the
shaped top with a velvet lined hinged slope flanked by
concave brass galleries, over a single frieze drawer,
raised on trestle ends with anthemion carved detail
terminating in gadrooned bun feet with recessed
brass castors, united by a velvet lined foot rest, 91cm
wide x 78cm high x 56cm deep. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
55. A 19th century Regency style brass inlaid
centre table, the rectangular top inlaid with a brass
line border and fleur de lys corner motifs above
two frieze drawers backed by two false drawers,
raised on trestle ends with four downswept supports,
brass paw feet and castors, united by a turned
stretcher, 129cm wide x 72cm high x 83cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
56. A 19th century Padouk Colonial chest, the
shaped rectangular top with a wavy edge above four
long drawers with brass drop handles and engraved
brass back plates, raised on scroll carved feet, 96cm
wide x 81cm high x 64cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 51
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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57. A Chinese dark
wood low table, late Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular
panelled top above a plain
frieze, raised on four square
section supports with
scroll carved feet, 74.5cm
wide x 34.5cm high x 46cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
58. A Chinese dark wood
centre table, Qing Dynasty,
the panelled rectangular
top above a frieze carved
in relief with prunus
blossom and scrolls, raised
on trestle ends enclosing
shaped stretchers, 152cm
wide x 75cm high x 77cm
deep. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 58
61. A 19th century mahogany Pembroke
table, the rectangular top with twin drop leaves
above a single end drawer backed by a false
drawer, raised on four tapered cylindrical supports
with reeded detail terminating in brass cups and
castors, 71.5cm high x 97cm wide x 85.5cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
62. A Chinese dark wood square shaped table,
Qing Dynasty, the square panelled top above a frieze
carved with scrolls, raised on four square section
supports with inverted scroll carved detail, 45cm
square x 52cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 59
59. A pair of Chinese dark wood armchairs, the
rectangular backs with solid vertical splats carved
with ruyi scroll detail, the woven rush seats above
a scroll carved apron, raised on cylindrical supports
united by stretchers, 100cm high x 57cm wide x 45cm
deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
60. A 19th century rosewood and brass inlaid
pedestal card table, the hinged rectangular top with
a brass inlaid border opening to a baize lined interior
above a plain frieze centred with rectangular tablet,
raised on tapered cylindrical column and circular
plinth base with four downswept supports terminating
in foliate cast toes resting on brass castors, 92cm
wide x 75cm high x 46cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

63. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular top with a mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and foliate carved
frieze, raised on four supports with claw and ball feet
united by two panelled under tiers, 42cm wide x 80cm
high x 31cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
64. A Chinese dark wood tall altar table, Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular panelled top above a pierced
and scroll carved frieze, raised on trestle ends with
shaped internal stretchers, 175.5cm wide x 105cm
high x 41.5cm deep. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
65. A pair of Chinese tall dark wood jardiniere
stands, the square panelled tops above pierced and
scroll carved frieze, raised on four square section
supports united by stretchers, 33cm square x 111.5cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 66
66. A george III style mahogany tray top
commode, the rectangular top with three quarter
gallery and two kidney shaped cut out handles,
above a tambour shutter and pull out drawer, raised
on square section supports, 61cm wide x 79cm
high x 47cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 67
67. A late 19th/early 20th century Zanzibar
teak and brass studded chest, the sides with
drop brass carry handles, raised on a shaped
plinth, 92cm wide x 49.5cm high x 45cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 68
68. A yew wood and ash Windsor armchair,
110cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 69
69. A 19th century Anglo Indian padouk
side table, the rectangular top with shaped three
quarter gallery above two frieze drawers, raised
on tapered cylindrical supports with foliate carved
detail, 110cm wide x 84cm high x 51.5cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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70. A george III mahogany snap top bird cage
occasional table, the hinged circular top with bird
cage action, raised on a tapered cylindrical column
with three downswept legs, 74.5cm diameter x 67.5cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
71. A pair of Victorian black lacquered papier
mache side chairs, with gilded and mother of pearl
inlaid details, the canework seats raised on tapered
cabriole supports, 77cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 75
75. A pair of Chinese dark wood and burr wood
armchairs, Qing Dynasty, the scroll carved backs
set with circular burr wood panels, the rectangular
panelled seat flanked by pierced and scroll carved
arms, raised on four square section supports with
scroll carved feet united by stretchers, 103cm
high x 64.5cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 72
72. A neatly proportioned Victorian walnut sofa,
the green velvet upholstered button down back and
stuff over seat raised on four short foliate and scroll
carved supports, with white ceramic castors, 137cm
wide x 77cm high x 96cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
73. A 19th century rosewood foot stool, the
oval shaped needlework upholstered top above a
scroll carved frieze, raised on four shell and scroll
carved feet, 43cm wide x 14cm high x 36cm deep.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
74. A 19th century rosewood pedestal card table,
the hinged rectangular top opening to a red baize lined
interior, raised on a tapered rectangular column with
scroll carved detail, resting on a concave platform
base with four scroll carved feet concealing recessed
brass castors, 91cm wide x 75cm high x 45cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

76. A Chinese hexagonal shaped dark wood
jardiniere stand, the top with a hexagonal shaped
plinth above a frieze carved with scrolls and ruyi
motifs on pierced fret cut grounds, raised on six
concave scroll supports united by an under tier,
59cm diameter x 49cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
77. A Chinese dark wood altar table, the
rectangular panelled top above a frieze carved with
ruyi scroll, raised on rectangular section supports with
ruyi and tassel carved details, 146cm wide x 85cm
high x 41cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
78. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand,
late 19th/early 20th century, the shaped circular
top with a mottled grey and white circular marble
insert above a frieze carved with fruit and foliage,
raised on four shaped supports united by stretchers,
35cm diameter x 45cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
79. A Victorian oak brass mounted hall stand, the
rectangular top above a single frieze drawer flanked
by open stick sections, the top rail with brass gallery
and two urn shaped finials, 102cm wide x 102cm
high x 34.5cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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80. An Edwardian painted satinwood
cylinder bureau, the rectangular top
painted with floral scrolls within a
pierced gilt metal three quarter gallery,
the convex front painted with putti and
floral swags suspended from ribbon
ties, opening to a fitted interior of
pigeon holes and three small drawers,
with pull out leather lined writing
surface above two frieze drawers,
raised on four tapered square supports
with brass cups and castors, 87cm
wide x 104cm high x 55cm deep.
£2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
81. A george III style mahogany
urn stand, the square top with a shaped
gallery above a blind fret work frieze
with pull out candle slide, raised on
four square supports with blind fret
work detail united by an X-shaped
stretcher centred with urn shaped
finial, 26cm square x 74cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 80

Lot 82
82. A 19th century boulle work, ebony
and ormolu mounted jardiniere stand, the
rectangular top with lift out Japanned metal
liner, raised on four tapered cabriole supports
with foliate cast mounts, 65cm wide x 81cm
high x 40cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 83
83. A 19th century boulle work, ebony and ormolu
mounted writing table, the shaped rectangular top
centred with male figure within a border of scrolls and
foliage, above a blind frieze drawer, raised on four tapered
cabriole supports with mask and foliate cast mounts, 93cm
wide x 74cm high x 51cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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86. A 19th century rosewood pedestal card
table, the rounded rectangular top opening to a
green baize lined interior above a scroll carved
frieze centred with a shell carved pendant, raised
on a baluster shaped octagonal column and circular
platform base with four paw feet and white ceramic
castors, 91cm wide x 74cm high x 45.5cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 84
84. A 19th century Continental gilt wood Rococo
style console table, the mottled yellow marble top
with a moulded serpentine edge, above a pierced and
carved frieze centred with shell and C-scroll motifs,
raised on two scroll carved supports with acanthus
and floral carved details united by a scroll carved
stretcher, 171cm wide x 91cm high x 55cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
85. A 19th century rosewood pedestal tea table,
the rounded rectangular top above a plain frieze,
raised on a baluster shaped hexagonal column
and concave platform base with three bun feet
and recessed brass castors, 96.5cm wide x 73.5cm
high x 47.5cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

87. A george III mahogany and ebony lined tea
table, the rounded rectangular top above a blind frieze
drawer, raised on four tapered cylindrical supports
with reeded detail, brass cups and castors, 99cm
wide x 75cm high x 45cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
88. An early 20th century oak and brass
newspaper stand, the rectangular oak base with
five brass divisions, raised on three shaped supports
united by concave stretchers, 38cm wide x 87cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
89. A William IV rosewood breakfront
open bookcase, the shaped rectangular top
above a plain frieze and three open recesses
with adjustable shelving, raised on a plinth
base, 183cm wide x 91.5cm high x 44cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 89
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Lot 93
90. A Chinese dark wood display cabinet, late
19th/early 20th century, comprising of five open
shelves with foliate scroll and pierced galleries, a
panelled cupboard door and single drawer, raised
on four square section supports with claw and
ball feet, 102cm wide x 169cm high x 39cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)
91. A 19th century burr walnut and gilt metal
mounted centre table, the oval top with gilt tooled
leather skiver above a single blind frieze drawer,
raised on four cabriole supports with gilt metal
mounts, 123cm wide x 75cm high x 76cm deep.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)
92. An Edwardian painted satinwood occasional
table, the oval shaped top decorated with a circular
panel of shepherdess and sheep within a border
of scrolls and floral garlands, raised on four
tapered square supports resting on castors united
by concave stretchers centred with small oval
plinth, 74cm wide x 74.5cm high x 48cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
93. An antique oak joynt stool, the later
rectangular planked top raised on four turned
supports united by stretchers, 46.5cm wide x 56.5cm
high x 26cm deep. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 99
94. A Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand, Qing
Dynasty, the rectangular top with a mottled red and
white marble insert above a pierced and scroll carved
frieze, raised on four shaped supports with scroll
carved feet resting on balls, 42cm wide x 45.5cm
high x 31.5cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
95. A Chinese style coffee table by MaitlandSmith, the rectangular top with a faux marble
insert above a pierced frieze, raised on four cabriole
supports, 148.5cm wide x 53cm high x 95cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
96. A Chinese dark wood square shaped stool,
Qing Dynasty, the square panelled top raised on four
square section supports with scroll carved brackets,
32.5cm square x 35.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
97. A Japanese corner cabinet, Meiji Period,
the upper section comprising five open shelves with
carved and pierced fret work panels decorated with
flowers, foliage and birds, raised on open framework
base with scroll carved feet, 181cm high x 105cm
wide x 48cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
98. An early 20th century ebonised and bevelled
glass shop display cabinet, of rectangular form
with single door and velvet lined base, 54cm
wide x 75.5cm high x 53cm deep. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
99. A Victorian pine croquet stick stand,
containing eight numbered mallets, assorted hoops
and balls, the stand raised on three bun feet, 115cm
high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 100

Lot 101

100. A 19th century
mahogany pedestal
desk, the rectangular top
with green and gilt tooled
leather insert, above three
frieze drawers, raised on
three drawer pedestals
backed by false drawers,
raised on plinths, 124cm
wide x 81cm high x 73cm
deep. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 102
101. A set of eight Model 78 rosewood dining
chairs designed by Niels Moller, Danish, with
woven strung seats, bearing J.L. Moller label
and Danish Furniture Makers label, 80cm high.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
102. A 1960s Danish rosewood extending table
by France & Son, the rounded ends enclosing
one additional leaf, raised on four cylindrical
supports, applied makers mark to underside,
overall 192cm long x 71cm high x 113.5cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
103. A 1970s Danish Rasmus rosewood
sideboard, the shaped rectangular top above
five central drawers flanked by cupboard doors,
opening to fitted interiors with adjustable shelves,
raised on a plinth base, 200cm wide x 82cm
high x 49cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

104. A Chinese dark wood armchair, late Qing
Dynasty, the shaped top rail above a carved and pierced
splat decorated with scrolls, bats, pomegranates and
foliage, over a rectangular panelled seat, raised on four
square section supports with scroll carved feet united by
stretchers, 98cm high x 65cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
105. A Chinese dark wood armchair, late Qing
Dynasty, the shaped top rail above a carved and pierced
splat decorated with bat, bird, deer and lion dog within a
border of flowers, foliage and fruit, above a rectangular
panelled seat, raised on four square section supports with
scroll carved feet united by stretchers, 96.5cm high x 65cm
wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
106. A Chinese dark wood low table, Qing Dynasty,
the rectangular panelled top above a scroll carved frieze,
raised on four square section supports with inverted
scroll foot detail, 93cm wide x 53cm high x 45cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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107. A Chinese dark wood and burr walnut side
table, late Qing Dynasty, the rectangular top with two
burr wood panel inserts above a single frieze drawer
carved in relief with flowers and foliage, raised on four
foliate and scroll carved cabriole supports united by
an under tier, 94cm wide x 71cm high x 44cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

108. A small Chinese dark wood jardiniere stand,
the panelled rectangular top above a frieze carved
with scroll detail, raised on four square section
supports, 37.5cm wide x 25.5cm high x 32cm deep.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
109. A Chinese dark wood centre table, the
panelled rectangular top above a pierced scroll carved
frieze, raised on four rectangular section supports with
flower and tassel carved detail, 76.5cm wide x 76cm
high x 50.5cm deep. £500-700 (+24%BP*)
110. A Chinese dark wood table, Qing Dynasty,
the circular top with a mottled red and white marble
insert above a pierced and foliate carved frieze, raised
on a pierced and carved column with dragon, bamboo
and scroll detail, raised on three downswept supports
with mask terminals, claw and ball feet, 63cm
diameter x 82cm high. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 107

111. A Victorian burr walnut, gilt metal and
porcelain mounted credenza, the shaped top above
a central panelled cupboard door with applied blue
ground porcelain panel decorated with figures in a
garden, flanked by a pair of glazed cupboard doors
opening to fitted interiors of shelves, on a plinth base
and four bun feet, 136cm wide x 106cm high x 43cm
deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
112. A late 19th/early 20th century French
mahogany and gilt metal mounted occasional table,
the circular top with a pierced gallery above a plain
frieze, raised on three tapered cabriole supports with
foliate cast mounts, united by a circular under tier,
27cm diameter x 77cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
113. A Victorian walnut, marquetry and gilt metal
mounted pier cabinet, the rectangular top above a
frieze inlaid with ribbon tied floral spray over a single
glazed cupboard door, opening to a fitted interior of
two shelves flanked by mask and foliate cast mounts,
raised on a shaped plinth base, 85cm wide x 105cm
high x 36cm deep. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
114. A 19th century mahogany occasional table,
the circular top with a reeded edge, raised on a tapered
cylindrical column with three downswept supports
with channelled line detail, each resting on a ball,
27.5cm diameter x 72.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
115. A late 19th/early 20th century French
kingwood, parquetry and gilt metal mounted
commode, the mottled red and white marble top
with a serpentine edge above two long drawers,
raised on tapered cabriole supports with gilt metal
mounts, 61.5cm wide x 79.5cm high x 33cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 117
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116. An early 20th century
French kingwood and gilt
metal mounted occasional
table, the circular top above
a plain frieze, raised on four
tapered cylindrical supports
with fluted detail and gilt metal
feet, 56cm diameter x 69.5cm
high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
117. A Victorian mahogany
bookcase, the moulded
cornice above a pair of glazed
cupboard doors opening to a
fitted interior of four adjustable
shelves, on a base fitted
with two panelled cupboard
doors opening to a fitted
interior of one shelf, 127cm
wide x 226cm high x 49.5cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 120

118. A 19th century
mahogany and boxwood
lined bow front writing
desk, the shaped top with
green and gilt leather skiver,
above two frieze drawers and
two small drawers, raised
on tapered square supports
with spade feet, 106.5cm
wide x 76cm high x 54cm
deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
119. A 19th century
rosewood parlour chair,
the velvet upholstered back
and seat raised on scroll
carved cabriole supports,
resting on brass castors.
£80-150 (+24%BP*)
120. A pair of button down
leather upholstered revolving
tub chairs, with brass studded
detail, raised on four splayed
supports, 84cm wide x 72cm
high. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
121. A 19th century
mahogany bookcase,
the moulded cornice with
foliate carved frieze above
four glazed cupboard doors
enclosing adjustable shelves,
on a base fitted with four
panelled cupboard doors,
raised on a plinth, 227cm
wide x 240cm high x 50cm
deep. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 121
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122. A Victorian mahogany dining
room suite, comprising extending
dining table, six button down leather
upholstered dining chairs and an inverted
breakfront mirror back sideboard, the
dining table with two additional leaves,
raised on tapered cylindrical supports
with fluted detail, raised on ceramic
castors, 260cm long with additional
leaves in x 142cm wide x 73cm high, the
dining chairs with shell and scroll carved
top rails above a central vertical splat
with fluted and scroll carved detail, the
button down leather upholstered seats
raised on tapered cylindrical supports,
resting on castors, the inverted breakfront
mirror back sideboard with shell and
scroll carved surmount, three blind frieze
drawers above four arched panelled
cupboard doors, raised on a plinth,
182cm wide x 194cm high x 66cm deep.
£1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 122
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123. A Victorian rosewood and marquetry inlaid
chiffonier, the upright back with bevelled glass
cupboard doors opening to a mirrored interior, flanked
by open shelves, on base fitted with a central frieze
drawer over two panelled cupboard doors flanked by
open recesses and open book shelf below, raised on
tapered cylindrical supports, 121cm wide x 194cm
high x 31cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
124. A 19th century mahogany oval centre
table, the oval top and plain frieze raised on foliate
carved column with four foliate carved downswept
supports, terminating in paw feet resting on
castors, 123cm wide x 76cm high x 103cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
125. A pair of late 19th/early 20th century
needlework upholstered fauteuil, with
scroll and foliate carved detail, 94.5cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 125

126. A Louis XV style kingwood and gilt metal
mounted side table, the shaped rectangular top
above a central frieze drawer flanked by four small
drawers, raised on cabriole supports with foliate cast
mounts and scroll cast sabots, 67cm wide x 76.5cm
high x 42.5cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
127. An early 20th century rosewood, marquetry
and gilt metal mounted kidney shaped occasional
table, the shaped top inlaid with floral spray above a
blind frieze drawer, raised on four tapered supports
with foliate cast mounts united by a kidney shaped
under tier, 56cm wide x 72.5cm high x 28cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
128. A 19th century mahogany Canterbury,
with four concave divisions above a single
cockbeaded frieze drawer, raised on four tapered
cylindrical supports with reeded detail, brass cups
and castors, 51cm wide x 52cm high x 35cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
129. A 19th century mahogany and ebony lined
library table, the rounded rectangular top above
two frieze drawers, raised on rectangular trestle
ends with foliate cast brass toes resting on castors,
united by a cross stretcher, 91.5cm wide x 73cm
high x 57.5cm deep. £500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 126

130. A lacquered papier mache tray top
table, the shaped tray with gilded decoration
of scrolls and Ho Ho birds, on a later simulated
bamboo base of four legs united by an X-shaped
stretcher, 80cm wide x 50cm high x 61cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 129
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132. A Chinese tall dark wood jardiniere stand,
late 19th/early 20th century, the square top with a
mottled red and white marble insert above a foliate
carved frieze and pierced apron, raised on four
supports with carved feet united by stretchers, 36cm
square x 119.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
133. A Chinese dark wood and mother of pearl
inlaid centre table, Qing Dynasty, the circular
top with a mottled grey and white marble insert
within a mother of pearl inlaid border decorated
with shou characters and flowering branches, over
a pierced frieze carved with flowers, butterflies
and fruit, raised on a baluster shaped column with
mythical sea dragons, raised on three mask and scaly
carved supports with claw and ball feet, 100cm
diameter x 84cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
134. A Chinese dark wood hexagonal shaped
jardiniere stand, Qing Dynasty, the hexagonal
shaped top with a mottled red and white marble insert
above a panelled frieze carved with foliage, raised on
six foliate carved cabriole supports united by a carved
and pierced circular under tier, 32cm diameter x 80cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
135. A Chinese dark wood centre table, the
square panelled top above an open frieze with scroll
carved spandrels, raised on four cylindrical supports
united by stretchers, 99cm square x 87cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 131
131. A late 19th/early 20th century French
kingwood, burr walnut, marquetry and gilt metal
mounted bookcase, the upper section with two glazed
cupboard doors opening to a fitted interior with single
adjustable shelf, on a base fitted with two cupboard
doors decorated with marquetry inlays of musical
instruments and floral sprays, raised on a shaped
plinth base, 95cm wide x 200cm high x 43cm deep.
£4000-6000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 136
136. A pair of george III style mahogany bedside
cabinets, the rectangular tops with raised gallery
and cut out handles above tambour shutters, raised
on square chamfered supports with channelled
line detail, 45cm wide x 77cm high x 40cm deep.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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137. A 20th century bamboo console/side table,
the later painted demi-lune top above an open work
lattice frieze, raised on cylindrical supports united by
stretchers, 102cm wide x 87cm high x 51.5cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
138. A Chinese dark wood low table, Qing
Dynasty, the panelled rectangular top raised on
four scroll carved supports, 75cm wide x 29.5cm
high x 40.5cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
139. A Chinese red lacquer gong on stand, late
19th/early 20th century, the gong with a hammered
finish, raised on a red lacquer stand with five scroll
supports united by a circular stretcher, with red
lacquer and leather covered beater, 60cm high x 36cm
diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
140. A Chinese table, Qing Dynasty, the shaped
square top with a mottled red and white marble insert,
on a column carved with deer, pine trees and foliage,
on three downswept supports with mask terminals,
claw and ball feet, 56cm diameter x 81cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
141. A quartetto of Chinese dark wood occasional
tables, late 19th/early 20th century, the panelled
rectangular tops above pierced and carved friezes
decorated with bamboo, raised on four simulated
bamboo carved supports united by stretchers, 50.5cm
wide x 72cm high x 36cm deep. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
142. A Chinese dark wood and red lacquer
games table, the square shaped top with a red
lacquered surface and three shallow games drawers,
one drawer missing, on a folding base with four
cylindrical section supports united by stretchers,
82cm square x 84.5cm high. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 146
146. A late 19th/early 20th century kingwood and
ormolu mounted occasional table in the manner of
Francois Linke, the shaped rectangular marble top
above a blind frieze drawer, raised on four cabriole
supports with gilt metal mounts united by two
under tiers, 44cm wide x 88cm high x 35cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

143. A Chinese carved wood jardiniere stand, the
dished circular top pierced with a circular cut out,
raised on five concave supports with ruyi carved feet
united by a circular stretcher, 39cm diameter x 34.5cm
high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
144. An Edwardian painted satinwood serpentine
card table, the shaped rectangular top decorated
with an oval shaped panel of classical maiden and
putti within a green ground border of scrolls and
flowers, opening to a green baize lined interior above
a frieze decorated with twin handled urns and floral
swags, raised on five tapered square supports with
spade feet, 90cm wide x 78cm high x 43cm deep.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)
145. A george III style mahogany snap top
occasional table, the hinged top with a pie crust
edge, raised on a tapered cylindrical column with
fluted detail and three downswept supports with
foliate carved detail and shell carved feet, 79cm
diameter x 69cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 147
147. A late 19th/early 20th century satinwood
and ebony lined console table of neat proportions,
the rectangular top above a plain frieze, raised on
tapered cylindrical supports with reeded detail, resting
on a rectangular platform base, 87cm wide x 92cm
high x 35.5cm deep. £700-900 (+24%BP*)
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148. An Edwardian mahogany and satinwood
banded bookcase, the moulded cornice with a broken
scroll pediment, above a pair of astragal glazed
cupboard doors opening to a fitted interior of four
adjustable shelves, on a base fitted with two frieze
drawers over two panelled cupboard doors, raised on
a plinth, 125.5cm wide x 246cm high x 48cm deep.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 151
151. A Chinese dark wood side cabinet, late
Qing Dynasty, the panelled rectangular top above
a pair of panelled cupboard doors carved in relief
with dragons and scrolls, opening to a fitted interior
of a single shelf over a frieze carved in relief with
flowering branches, birds and scrolls, raised on
four square section supports with inverted foot
detail, 121cm wide x 122.5cm high x 52cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 149
149. A small Chinese dark wood display cabinet,
late Qing Dynasty, the pierced cornice carved
with dragons contesting a flaming pearl above an
asymmetric arrangement of six open shelves with
pierced prunus blossom galleries, raised on four claw
and ball feet, 62cm wide x 124cm high x 27cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
150. A Chinese dark wood screen or plate stand,
late 19th/early 20th century, 64cm wide x 33cm
high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 152
152. A george III oak settle, the five panelled
rectangular back above a rectangular seat with loose
cushion, flanked by scroll arms, raised on tapered
square supports terminating in circular pad feet resting
on balls, 186cm wide x 103cm high x 71cm deep.
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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157. A late 19th century kingwood, marquetry and
gilt metal mounted jardiniere stand, the rectangular
top with lift out liner above a shaped apron inlaid
with flowers and foliage, raised on four cabriole
supports with foliate cast mounts united by a shaped
under tier, 66cm wide x 79cm high x 38cm deep.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 155
153. A george III mahogany and boxwood lined
bow front chest, the shaped rectangular top above
four long graduated cockbeaded drawers, raised
on splayed bracket feet, 115cm wide x 101cm
high x 55.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
154. A Victorian mahogany chiffonier, the upright
back with open shelf and fleur-de-lys shell and scroll
carved detail, over a blind frieze drawer and pair of
arched panelled cupboard doors enclosed by scroll
brackets, raised on a plinth, 127.5cm wide x 167cm
high x 50.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

158. A pair of early 20th century kingwood,
marquetry and ormolu mounted side tables, the
shaped rectangular tops inlaid with rectangular panels
of putti and musical instruments flanked by panels of
foliate sprays, above single pull out slides, raised on
four tapered cabriole supports with foliate cast mounts
and sabots, 60cm wide x 74cm high x 42cm deep.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
159. A george III mahogany tray top commode,
the rectangular top with raised gallery edge and two
kidney shaped cut out handles, above two panelled
cupboard doors and pull out drawer with later
fitted slide cover, raised on four square chamfered
supports, 56cm wide x 74cm high x 45cm deep.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)

155. A Victorian oak pedestal desk by W. Finlay
& Son, 81 Princes St., the rounded rectangular
top with simulated leather skiver above three frieze
drawers, raised on four drawer pedestals and plinths,
stamped makers mark to central frieze drawer, 136cm
wide x 80cm high x 76cm deep, together with a
Victorian oak armchair with solid dished seat, raised
on cabriole supports united by an H-shaped stretcher.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
156. A mid 20th century teak dining room suite by
Heal’s, London, comprising rectangular sideboard
fitted with four drawers each with horizontal line
detail, flanked by a pair of cupboard doors, opening to
a fitted interior of three adjustable shelves, raised on
four tapered square supports, bearing label ‘Supplied
by Heal’s’; the extending dining table enclosing one
additional leaf, with rounded rectangular top, raised
on tapered square section supports; the six dining
chairs of ladder back form comprising two carvers and
four side chairs, with drop in leatherette upholstered
seat pads, sideboard 190.5cm wide x 80cm
high x 48cm deep, the dining table 180.5cm long with
additional leaf in place x 72cm high x 87.5cm deep.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
Lot 156
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Lot 160
160. A 19th century mahogany and ebony lined snap top
supper table, the circular top raised on a tapered square column
and concave platform base with three downswept supports,
terminating in brass paw feet and castors, 120cm diameter x 74cm
high. £500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 163
161. A pair of dark wood chinoiserie
style wall mounted display cabinets,
the glazed cupboard doors opening to
fitted interiors of open shelves, 83cm
high x 50cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
162. A mahogany chinoiserie style wall
mounted display cabinet, the glazed
cupboard door opening to a fitted interior
of open shelves, 85.5cm high x 51cm
wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
163. A late 19th/early 20th century
oak and iron bound silver chest by
Edward & Sons, glasgow, fitted with
three lift out trays, 96cm wide x 72cm
high x 70.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
164. A 19th century oak dresser, the
upright back with pierced frieze above
three open plate racks, on a rectangular
base fitted with two frieze drawers over
two panelled cupboard doors, raised
on rectangular section supports, 165cm
wide x 199.5cm high x 51cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
165. A george III style oak chest, the
rectangular top with a moulded edge
above six long drawers, raised on bracket
feet, 175cm wide x 84cm high x 56cm
deep. £250-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 164
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Lot 166

Lot 169

166. A 19th century mahogany serpentine
chest, the shaped rectangular top above five
long graduated serpentine drawers, enclosed by
cylindrical columns, raised on tapered cylindrical
supports, 127cm wide x 126.5cm high x 59cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

169. A george III style walnut elbow chair, the
shaped top rail above a vase shaped splat with scroll
carved detail, the upholstered drop in seat flanked
by scroll arms, raised on shell carved cabriole
supports with claw and ball feet, 104cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

167. A mahogany wardrobe, attributed to
Whytock & Reid, fitted with two panelled cupboard
doors opening to a fitted interior, raised on five
square shaped supports, 152.5cm wide x 183cm
high x 55.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

170. A george III style mahogany tray top
occasional table, the oval top raised on four tapered
cylindrical supports, 74cm wide x 51cm high x 49cm
deep. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

168. A 19th century mahogany pot cupboard,
the rectangular top with three quarter gallery and
pierced cut out handles, above a cupboard door with
boxwood line inlay, raised on tapered square supports
united by an X-shaped stretcher, 38cm wide x 75cm
high x 32cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

171. A george III style mahogany serving table,
the later rectangular top above a frieze with blind fret
work detail, raised on four triple cluster columns,
193.5cm wide x 89.5cm high x 64.5cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 171
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172. A george III mahogany and boxwood
lined bow front sideboard, the shaped
rectangular top above a central frieze drawer
flanked by two deep drawers with inlaid patera
detail, raised on six tapered square supports with
spade feet, 183cm wide x 92.5cm high x 72cm
deep. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
173. A george III style mahogany triple
pedestal dining table and eight george III
style mahogany dining chairs, the table with
a rounded rectangular top and reeded edge,
raised on three tapered cylindrical supports with
downswept legs terminating in brass toes resting
on castors, 320cm long x 73.5cm high x 122cm
deep, the chairs with scroll carved and interlaced
splats, above blue upholstered seats raised on
square section supports united by H-shaped
stretchers. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
174. A george III style mahogany
rectangular shaped stool, the stuffover
upholstered top raised on four square section
supports with channelled line detail, united by
an H-shaped stretcher, 123cm wide x 43cm
high x 76cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 175
175. A 19th century rosewood ottoman, the hinged
upholstered top opening to a velvet and cloth lined interior,
with concave sides, raised on four gadroon carved bun
feet with recessed brass castors, 107cm wide x 41cm
high x 63.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
176. A george III style mahogany wing armchair, the
floral upholstered back, arms and seat raised on square
section supports united by an H-shaped stretcher, 104cm
high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 173
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Lot 177
177. A george III mahogany bird cage tripod
occasional table, the hinged circular top with a
slightly raised edge, raised on a bird cage action and
tapered cylindrical support with three downswept legs,
79cm diameter x 67.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 180
180. An early 20th century mahogany wing
armchair, the brown suede upholstered back, arms
and loose cushion seat raised on short cabriole
supports with shell carved detail, united by a turned
H-shaped stretcher, 113cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 178
178. A 19th century mahogany adjustable reading
table, the rounded rectangular top with two hinged
slopes, raised on an adjustable tapered cylindrical
column with reeded detail, on a shaped platform
base with gadroon carved collar raised on three bun
feet with recessed brass castors, 81cm wide x 75cm
high x 48cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
179. A 19th century mahogany wash stand, the
hinged rectangular top opening to a fitted interior
above a blind frieze drawer, panelled cupboard door
and single frieze drawer, raised on chamfered square
supported united by an X-shaped stretcher with
circular centre section, raised on brass castors, 46cm
wide x 97cm high x 43cm deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 181
181. A Victorian satin birch chest, the rectangular
top with a moulded edge above five long graduated
drawers, raised on a plinth, 66cm wide x 105cm
high x 57.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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182. A pair of Lenygon
& Morant Ltd. Howard
armchairs, the back, arms
and loose cushion seats
upholstered in original
H & S ticking, raised on
tapered square supports
with brass castors,
impressed marks and
printed canvas marks,
inscribed ‘Lenygon
& Morant Ltd makers
of Howard Chairs and
Settees’, 48 South
Audley St. London
W.1.’, 79cm high x 73cm
deep x 70cm wide.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 182

MIRRORS

Lot 183
183. A 19th century gilt wood overmantel mirror,
with shell carved crest, the rectangular mirror
plate flanked by spiral carved columns, 146cm
wide x 119cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
184. A 19th century Regency style gilt wood
overmantel mirror, the frieze set with balls above
three lions head mask roundels, over a bevelled
rectangular mirror plate flanked by Egyptianesque
caryatid columns, 94cm wide x 61cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
185. A 19th century gilt wood Rococo style
overmantel mirror, the shaped bevelled mirror
plate within a scroll and foliate carved surround
centred with a shell carved pendant, flanked by
cylindrical columns, 123cm wide x 77cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 187
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186. A 19th century mahogany pier mirror,
the foliate carved cornice with egg and dart detail
above a rectangular mirror plate enclosed by four
foliate carved bosses, 88.5cm wide x 177cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
187. A 19th century gilt wood overmantel
mirror, the shaped rectangular mirror plate within
a C-scroll and foliate carved surround centred with
a scroll carved pendant, 159cm high x 110cm wide.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 190

Lot 188
188. A 19th century Florentine gilt wood wall
mirror, the bevelled rectangular mirror plate within a
scroll and foliate carved frame, 137cm high x 111cm
wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

CARPETS & RugS
189. A Turkoman carpet, late 19th/early 20th
century, the madder ground centred with three
rows of seven octagonal shaped guls within a
repeating border of serrated motifs, 340cm x 230cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
190. A Persian rug, 20th century, the rectangular
madder ground field centred with a blue ground foliate
medallion surrounded by stylised flowers and foliage,
within a blue ground border of floral palmettes,
310cm x 222cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 193
191. An Eastern madder ground rug, 20th
century, the rectangular field centred with a blue
ground medallion surrounded by stylised flowers,
within multiple floral borders, 203cm x 156cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
192. A blue ground Eastern rug, 20th century,
the rectangular field centred with a lozenge shaped
medallion, within a blue ground border of stylised
flower heads and serrated leaves, 192cm x 122cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
193. A blue ground Persian runner, 20th century,
the rectangular field centred with five lozenge shaped
medallions within white and madder ground guard
stripes, 333cm x 136cm. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 197
194. A madder ground Persian runner, 20th
century, the rectangular field centred with a row
of seven floral and lozenge shaped medallions,
within blue and white ground borders of stylised
flower heads and serrated leaves, 360cm x 101cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
195. A Soumak flat weave rug, 20th century,
the central rectangular field decorated with fifteen
rectangular panels enclosing animals, within a madder
ground border decorated with animals within blue
ground guard stripes decorated with flowers and
foliage, 190cm x 130cm. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
196. An Eastern blue ground carpet, early 20th
century, the rectangular field decorated with stylised
flowers within a broad border of floral palmettes
and multiple guard stripes, 380cm x 202cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
197. A blue ground Persian rug, early 20th
century, the rectangular field centred with a row of
five floral medallions surrounded by stylised flower
heads and animals, within a white ground border
of floral palmettes with multiple guard stripes,
283cm x 160cm. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
198. A Persian rug, 20th century, the ochre
ground centred with a large floral medallion within
a blue ground border of repeating foliate palmettes,
200cm x 130cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
199. An Eastern carpet, 20th century, the madder
ground centred with three blue ground lozenge shaped
panels within multiple borders, 290cm x 220cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 198
200. A large Persian carpet, 20th century, the
madder ground decorated with foliate tendrils
within a blue ground border of stylised flower
heads and serrated foliage, 436cm x 305cm.
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
201. A Persian carpet, 20th century, the beige
ground centred with a pink ground floral medallion
surrounded by stylised flowers, within a pink ground
border of flowers and foliage, 320cm x 251cm.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)
202. An Eastern madder ground rug, 20th century,
the rectangular field decorated with rows of hooked
boteh within a white ground border of stylised flowers
and foliage, 131cm x 82cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
203. An Eastern rug, 20th century, the rectangular
field centred with a large lozenge shaped medallion
enclosing foliate tendrils, within a blue and madder
ground border of stylised flowers, 200cm x 132cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
204. An Eastern blue ground rug, 20th century, the
rectangular field centred with three lozenge shaped
medallions surrounded by stylised flowers and birds,
within a madder ground border of stylised flowers,
208cm x 160cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
205. A large machine made blue ground carpet,
the central rectangular field centred with a large
floral medallion surrounded by scrolling flowers and
foliage, within in multiple borders, 505cm x 403cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
206. An Eastern madder ground runner, 20th
century, the rectangular field centred with five
lozenge shaped medallions within multiple borders,
260cm x 121cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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207. A large Persian
carpet, early 20th
century, the rectangular
field centred with a large
puce coloured medallion,
centred with a quatrefoil
floral medallion within off
white spandrels centred
with pink ground flower
shaped medallions, within
blue and ochre coloured
borders decorated with
repeating floral palmettes,
500cm x 317cm.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)

Lot 207

gARDEN
208. A late 19th/early 20th century green painted
cast iron garden urn, formed in two sections, 149cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 208

209. A 19th century fire clay garden urn on plinth,
124cm high x 88cm diameter. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 209
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Lot 210
210. A pair of terracotta garden obelisks, formed in two sections, the upper triangular section resting on a
square section plinth, 190cm high x 40cm square. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

WORkS OF ART
211. An unusual Victorian gilt bronze box formed
as a miniature fishing creel, Jenner & Knewstub
33 St. James’s St., possibly a presentation gift
from Queen Victoria, the hinged cover with ‘VR’
cypher, incised makers marks to the underside, 8.5cm
wide x 7cm high.
Jenner & Knewstub are listed at this address from
1857, variously as dressing case makers, engravers,
gold, silver, ormolu and buhl workers, jewellers
and watchmakers. They were represented at the
International Exhibitions in London, 1862 and in
Paris, 1878. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
36

211A. A George V Officers dress sword, R. Downie,
Newcastle on Tyne, with engraved blade, Royal
Artillery, shagreen wire bound handle, overall 98.5cm
long. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
212. An early 20th century blue and white enamel
Railway Station sign for TILLICOuLTRy, formed
in two rectangular sections, makers mark of Falkirk
Iron Co., 442cm x 51cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
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213. A 19th century cut out silhouette half length
portrait of Margaret McFie 4th daughter of John
McFie Eqr., of South Lodge, Ayr, with gilded details,
9.5cm x 8.5cm together with a 19th century silhouette
picture of Mary (Cass) McFie, South Lodge Ayrshire,
possibly the mother of Margaret McFie, 10cm x 8cm
(2). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
214. A collection of nine 19th century and later
silhouette profiles, together with five ebonised
miniature frames (14). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 211

Lot 211A

Lot 212

Lot 213
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217. An early 20th century African Tribal carved
Nigerian wood stool inscribed ‘CALABAR’ and
dated ‘1935’, carved with eight heads, approximately
28cm diameter x 37.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
218. An oak barograph, Short & Mason
Ltd, London, with bevelled glass panels
and shallow drawer, raised on four square
feet, 36cm wide x 20.5cm high x 21cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 215

219. A mid 20th century stuffed and mounted
brown trout in naturalistic convex verre eglomise
display case, inscribed on label ‘Brown Trout taken
by Rodger Blackwood from The Kennet, August 19th
1961, 4lb 1 1/2oz, 53cm wide x 26cm high x 14.5cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

215. A george III shagreen, gilt metal and enamel
detailed etui, the hinged cover centred with a
rectangular yellow metal initial panel, opening to a
fitted interior with six accessories to include a sabre
shaped knife in scabbard with red, blue, green and
white enamelled handle, 11cm wide x 3cm high x 7cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
216. An early 20th century mahogany cased
sextant, Heath & Co., London, bearing ‘Hezzanith
Instrument Works’ label to the underside of the cover.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 220
220. A 19th century apprentice made rosewood,
ebonised and marquetry inlaid snap top
occasional table, the hinged circular top inlaid
with a bowl issuing flowers and foliage, raised on
a tapered spiral column and concave platform base
with three bun feet, 41cm diameter x 49.5cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 217
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221. An early 20th century chess set, weighted
pieces, in mahogany box. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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222. A late 19th/early 20th century lacquered box and
cover in the Aesthetic taste, the hinged cover decorated
with Japanese figures, 18cm wide x 6cm high x 15cm deep.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
223. An antique pottery vase, the shoulders modelled with
three elephant mask terminals, 21cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
224. A 19th century white marble bust of a lady, signed on
socle base M. Johnson, Fecit, 46cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
225. An early 20th century bronze figure of a cow, modelled
standing on a mottled red rectangular marble plinth, 12cm
high x 17cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
226. An early 20th century bronze figure of a nude,
signed in the bronze ‘Levy’, raised on mottled black
and green rectangular marble plinth, overall 30.5cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
227. A late 19th/early 20th century boulle work desk stand,
of rectangular form centred with a dished pen tray flanked by
two cut glass inkwells, raised on four shallow bracket feet,
36cm wide x 9.5cm high x 12cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 224

228. A late 19th/early 20th century bronze ewer, cast with
fruiting vine and putti, 51cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
229. An early 20th century carved ivory figure of a girl by
A. Boulard, modelled as a classical maiden holding fruiting
vines, raised on black marble rectangular plinth base, signed in
the ivory ‘A. Boulard’, 16.5cm high. £500-700 (+24%BP*)
230. A pair of bronzed Arabian figures, modelled with a male
figure, his right hand raised to his brow, together with attendant
female holding a water pot in her right hand, on circular plinth
bases, 44cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
231. After Michel Claude Clodion - A bronze figure group of
bacchanalian putto, two satyrs and lion, signed in the bronze,
29.5cm high x 23cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
232. A 19th century silkwork picture, worked in coloured
threads to depict figure carrying crucifix with attendant, in verre
eglomise frame, 46cm x 56.5cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 227

Lot 226
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237. A 19th century portrait miniature of girl
and dog, oval, painted on ivory, 6cm x 5cm, overall
12.5cm x 10.5cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
238. A 19th century needlework picture of Monks,
knights and Noblemen, worked in coloured threads,
96cm x 80cm. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
239. A pair of bronze Art Nouveau style
urns, cast with semi clad maidens, 63cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
240. A pair of contemporary bronzed standard
lamps and shades, 151cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
241. A pair of contemporary bronzed metal
table lamps and shades, overall 76cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 233
233. A pair of 19th century bronze and gilt bronze
four light candelabra, one cast with a semi clad
Roman angel, the other cast with a fairy, supporting
tapered cylindrical columns with scroll branches and
urn shaped nozzles, raised on triangular shaped plinths
cast in relief with Empire style motifs, 54cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
234. An early 19th century violin, circa 1820,
7/8 size, in fitted case with bow. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
235. An early 20th century leather covered
suitcase, simulating crocodile skin, bearing vintage
Cunard White Star label, with original canvas
sleeve, 54cm long x 17cm high x 36cm deep.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
236. A 1970s tile mosaic panel of nautical theme,
decorated with coloured tessera depicting fish,
lobsters, serpents and trident, 76.5cm high x 229cm
wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 242
242. After Remington - A bronze figure of
Indian on horseback, on green marble oval shaped
stepped plinth, signed in the bronze J.E. Fraser.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
243. After Remington - A bronze figure
‘The Scout’, 56cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 236
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Lot 243

Lot 246
244. A late 19th century gilt bronze vesta holder
in the form of a bear, modelled standing wearing
a top hat and carrying a basket on his back, on a
black marble plinth base, 12.5cm high x 12cm wide.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
245. Helmuth Schievelkamp (german 1849-1890)
a pair of late 19th century bronze figure groups,
modelled as 19th century lady and attendant
gentleman, signed in the bronze and dated ‘88,
19.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 245

Lot 247
246. An early 19th century rectangular enamel
panel by J. Wingate, dated 1826, decorated in
coloured enamels with two Classical maidens
bathing, signed and dated lower left, and inscribed
verso ‘Enamel J Wingate fecit 1826’, 8.2cm x 6.7cm.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
247. An 18th/19th century portrait miniature
of a lady mourning with memento mori, painted
on a rectangular ivory panel, 15cm x 11.5cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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248. A 19th century cast iron fire basket, the
rectangular panelled back cast in relief with a
figure, scrolls and foliage, raised on square section
supports, 76cm high x 29cm deep x 48cm wide.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
249. A late 19th/early 20th century cast iron and
brass mounted fire basket in the Neo Classical
style, together with an Edwardian brass fender
of similar design, the fire basket 60cm high x 74cm
wide, the fender 139cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

251. An impressive 19th century Sheffield plate
dressing table mirror, the shaped rectangular mirror
plate within a scroll and foliate embossed frame
centred with scroll cartouche enclosing figurative
bust, enclosed by cylindrical columns with hinged
double candle sconces, on a serpentine base fitted
with a assorted glass bottles and single frieze drawer,
raised on foliate and scroll feet, 75cm wide x 73cm
high x 22cm deep. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 252
252. A 19th century mahogany cheese coaster,
39.5cm wide x 13.5cm high x 19.5cm deep.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
Lot 250
250. An impressive pair of 19th century giltwood
brackets, the serpentine plinths supported by putti
and scrolls, centred with flower and shell carved
backs, 42cm high x 46cm wide x 24cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 253

Lot 251
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253. A pair of 20th century coral red ground
Chinese style table lamps, on square gilt metal
plinths, overall 50.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 254
254. A set of four early 20th century gilt metal and
cut glass wall lights, the triangular frames supporting
circular sections with briolette cut drops, 34cm
long x 34cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
255. An early 19th century rosewood desk stand,
of rectangular form with turned carrying handle and
two hinged flaps opening to a fitted interior with
two lift out covers and recesses for inkwells, one
side fitted with a secret drawer, 25cm wide x 15cm
high x 15cm deep. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
256. A pair of late 19th/early 20th century gilt
bronze and frosted glass table lamps, the dished
frosted glass bowls raised on a quadruple caryatid
supports and acanthus cast circular feet, 43cm high.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
257. After Pierre-Jules Mene, a bronze model of
a Pointer, on oval plinth base, signed in the bronze,
23cm wide x 12cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
258. A bronze figure of a kneeling elephant
calf, early 20th century, 11.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 256

Lot 257
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Lot 263
259. A 19th century white metal mounted horn beaker, 6cm
diameter x 8cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
260. Three assorted gun cases, one leather bearing initials WRC by
Alexander Henry & Co., 22 Frederick Street, Edinburgh, one green
canvas bearing initials DC by Watson Bros., 29 Old Bond Street,
London and one brown leather by Charles Rosson, 4 Markethead,
Derby. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
261. An unusually large and rare 18th/19th century needlework
sampler, undated, worked in coloured threads with alphabet,
numbers, figures, buildings, animals, crucifixion and angels,
118.5cm x 25cm. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
262. A Lille faience pottery hexagonal shaped box and cover
dated 1767, with polychrome decoration of male and female figure
walking in a garden, blue painted marks, 6cm diameter x 3.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
263. A Flemish needlework panel, probably 17th century, worked
in green, blue and brown coloured threads, to depict King, Queen and
attendants, the King’s Crown and sceptre worked in silver thread,
30cm x 48cm. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
264. A late Victorian white metal mounted presentation golf club,
James Mark, glasgow, inscribed on white metal thistle decorated
mount ‘Presented To J.B. Fleming, Esq., by the kelvinside golf
Club, 21st April 1894’, the white metal top with engraved armorial
‘LET THE DEED SHAW’, 96cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 265
265. A Great War Military Cross group of five medals awarded to ‘CAPT. J. W. H. ROBERTSON.’
1st BLACk WATCH, together with assorted papers, photographs and Seaforth Highlanders pennant,
comprising Military Cross and Bar inscribed to ‘CAPT. J.W.H. ROBERTSON 1st BLACK WATCH’,
1914-15 Star inscribed to ‘LIEUT J.W.H. ROBERTSON R(HIGHRS)’, 1914-1918 British War Medal and
1914-1919 Victory medal inscribed to ‘CAPT. J. W. H. ROBERTSON.’ and 1939-45 War Medal, together with
corresponding miniatures, Military Cross case, associated papers, photographs, one group photograph is taken
with Edward VIII, and Seaforth Highlanders pennant.
The 1920 University of St. Andrews Roll of Honour and Roll of Service, 1914-1919, For King & Country,
page 91 notes:
The Military Cross was awarded to Lieut. (A/Captain) J.W.H. Robertson for conspicuous gallantry and devotion
to duty. His company held a very extended front by a number of small posts. By his energy and cheerfulness
he maintained his posts intact, and inflicted heavy casualties on the attacking enemy, at the same time keeping
the battalion commander fully informed as to his situation (16th Sept. 1918). Bar to the Military Cross awarded
3rd June 1918. During a period of two years that he served in France he has shown himself a good leader and a
very gallant Officer. He has commanded his present company continuously since April 1917 with marked ability.
He did especially good work during the operations on Passchendaele in November 1917. The Cross was awarded
before the Bar, but the announcement of the Bar was first published. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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TAXIDERMy
266. A late 19th century taxidermy display
case, containing eight assorted specimen birds,
110.5cm wide x 100cm high x 28.5cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
267. A late 19th/early 20th century taxidermy
model of a Pike in ebonised display case,
112cm wide x 47cm high x 15.5cm deep.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
268. Two stuffed and mounted Trout in
naturalistic glazed display case, late 19th/early
20th century 57cm wide x 53cm high x 14cm
deep. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
269. A late 19th/early 20th century taxidermy
of a Capercaillie in ebonised display cabinet
on stand, signed on a pebble ‘P. Spicer &
Sons, Leamington’, 74cm wide x 188.5cm
high x 51.5cm deep. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
Lot 266

Lot 267

Lot 268
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274. A late 19th century porcelain mounted gilt
metal mantel clock, the circular dial with Roman
numerals, painted with mermaids and scroll detail,
the twin train movement striking on a bell, no longer
present, enclosed within an architectural case with
urn shaped finial, raised on four bun feet, 21.5cm
wide x 35cm high x 12cm deep. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
275. A late 19th/early 20th century gilt metal and
champleve enamel clock garniture, the clock with a
circular enamelled dial bearing Arabic numerals and
floral garland detail, within dome topped architectural
case, together with a pair of matching twin handled
urns en-suite, the clock 35cm high x 18cm wide, the
urns 23.5cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 270
270. A taxidermy stag’s head, eight point antlers,
glass inlaid eyes. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

CLOCkS
271. A late 19th/early 20th century porcelain
mounted repeating brass carriage clock, the
dial with Roman numerals and jewelled butterfly
decoration, the side panels similarly decorated, the
twin train movement striking on a coiled gong, within
bevelled glass case, 19cm high with handle raised.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 271

272. A 19th century Aesthetic Movement mantel
clock dated 1887, the square brass dial with Roman
numerals and twin train movement striking on a gong,
within an architectural case supported by four stylised
Corinthian column supports, the frieze carved with
fruiting vine, 51cm wide x 74cm high x 33.5cm deep.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)
273. An early 20th century onyx, gilt metal and
champleve enamel mantel clock, the circular dial
with Arabic numerals and painted floral garland
detail, the twin train movement striking on a
gong, contained within a bow front architectural
form case with bevelled glass sides and four bun
feet, 32cm high x 22cm wide x 14.5cm deep.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 273
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276. A late 19th century gilt metal and porcelain
mounted Egyptianesque clock garniture, the
clock with a painted porcelain dial depicting Roman
numerals and Egyptian figures, within an architectural
case with Egyptian figure and crocodile surmount,
together with a pair of matching twin handled urns
en-suite, the clock 35cm high x 29cm wide, the urns
24cm high. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

277. A 19th century porcelain mounted ormolu
mantel clock, the circular enamel dial with Arabic
and Roman numerals, the twin train movement
striking on a bell, within a case set with two putti and
two blue ground porcelain panels decorated with putti,
30cm high x 42cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
278. A late 19th/early 20th century French ormolu
Rococo style mantel clock, the circular dial with
enamelled Roman numeral panels, the twin train
movement striking on a bell within a foliate and scroll
cast case, raised on integral scroll and pierced plinth,
31cm high x 23.5cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
279. An Art Deco rosewood, tortoiseshell and
ivory mantel clock, the silvered dial with Arabic and
Roman numerals, the twin train movement striking
on a bell, raised on four ebonised scroll feet, 26.5cm
high x 23cm wide. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
280. A late 19th/early 20th century boulle
mantel clock, the circular dial with enamelled
Roman numeral panels, raised on four scroll feet.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 279

Lot 280
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281. A late 19th/early 20th century rosewood
mantel clock, the silvered dial with Roman numerals
and twin train movement striking on two coiled gongs,
within an architectural case, 32.5cm high x 27cm
wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 281
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Lot 282

Lot 284

PRINTS
282. AR William Spencer
Bagdatopoulos FRSA
(1888-1965)
Afridl Khyber Pass 1925
etching, signed in pencil lower
right and numbered 8/50
29.5cm x 20.5cm
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

283. Ibraheem Ade Adesina
Definition
etching, inscribed on label verso
76cm x 112cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

284. AR Eugenio Federico
Carlo Rossi RSW (b.1921)
Seated figure
silkscreen print, signed and dated
‘66 lower right
49cm x 31.5cm
Provenance: Royal Scottish
Academy Exhibition 1971,
No. 437
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
285. William Lionel Wyllie
(1851-1931)
The Firth of Forth
etching, signed in pencil lower left
18cm x 39cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 285
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Lot 286
286. William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1931)
On the Thames
etching, signed in pencil lower left
13cm x 34cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

290. After Rembrandt
Christ and saints
lithograph
28cm x 40cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

287. William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1931)
Cockle pickers at low tide
etching, signed in pencil lower left
25cm x 36.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
288. AR Ludwig Meidner (german 1884-1966)
Portrait of an elderly gentleman
etching, signed in pencil lower right and dated 1921,
numbered 50/17
24cm x 18.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 291
291. AR John Rankine Barclay (1884-1963)
The wrestling match
etching, signed lower left
20.5cm x 25cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 289
289. AR Edmund Blampied RE (1886-1966)
The Stable
etching, signed in pencil lower centre
15.5cm x 19.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 292
292. AR Dame Elizabeth Violet Blackadder
OBE RA RSA RSW RgI D Litt (b.1931)
Orghidaceae, Brassia Gireoudeana
soft ground etching with aquatint printed in
colours, signed lower right and numbered 43/50
54cm x 68cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
293. AR Anda Carolyn Paterson RSW RgI
(b.1935)
Sleeping Husband
etching, signed, inscribed and dated ‘89
16cm x 24cm
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

WATERCOLOuRS

Lot 294A

294. AR David Blackburn (b.1939)
Head landscape
pastel, signed and dated 1985 lower right
61.5cm x 47.5cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
294A. AR Samuel John Lamorna Birch RA
RWS RWA (1869-1955)
The old weir and Summer woodland scene with
river
two watercolours, both signed lower left
24cm x 35cm and 27.5cm x 37.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
295. James kay RSA RSW (1858-1942)
Gros Horloge, Rouen
watercolour, signed lower right
58.5cm x 48.5cm
£250-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 295
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296. AR James McIntosh Patrick RSA ROI ARE LLD
(1907-1998)
Woodland Path, Dron
watercolour, signed lower left
76cm x 54cm
£1200-1800 (+24%BP*)

298. C.A.R. (late 19th century)
Cattle herders
three watercolours mounted as one, signed with
initials and one dated 1896
the middle one 16cm x 14cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

297. 18th/19th century British School
Moonlight castle scene and figures before pavilion verso
ink and wash
11cm x 18cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

299. Federico Schianchi (Italian 1858-1919)
The Appian Way, Rome
watercolour, signed lower left
34cm x 52cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
300. AR Cecil Arthur Hunt VPRWS RBA
(1873-1965)
Quinag from Loch Assynt, Sutherland
watercolour, signed and inscribed lower left
36cm x 56cm
Provenance: Hamish Haswell-Smith Esq.
Edinburgh
Exhibited: Royal Society of Painters in
Watercolours, 1938, no. 104 and Glasgow, Royal
Glasgow Institute, 1938, no. 628
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
301. Augustus Osborne Lamplough
(1877-1930)
The bazaar
watercolour, signed lower left
35.5cm x 24.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 296

Lot 299
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302. C. J. keats RBA (19th century)
Cairo
watercolour, signed and inscribed lower left
38cm x 26.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
303. AR Reuben Ward Binks (1880-1950)
Cocker Spaniel and duck taking flight
watercolour, signed lower left
20cm x 25cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
304. AR Mary gallagher (b.1953)
Ballerinas
pastel, signed lower left
49cm x 69cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
305. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Deer
watercolour, signed lower right
53cm x 74.5cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
305A. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Goldfinches
watercolour, signed lower right and inscribed verso
37.5cm x 24.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 302

305B. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Tufted ducks taking flight
watercolour, signed lower right
29cm x 45.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
305C. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Starlings on Rowan
watercolour, signed lower right and inscribed verso
31cm x 47.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
305D. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Cockerel
watercolour, signed lower right
39.5cm x 50cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 305

Lot 305D
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Lot 305E

Lot 305F
305E. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Woodpeckers
watercolour, signed lower right
49.5cm x 60cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
305F. AR Ralston gudgeon RSW (1910-1984)
Oystercatchers
watercolour, signed lower right
49.5cm x 60cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
306. AR katherine Cameron RSW RE
(1874-1965)
Harebells
watercolour, signed lower left
25cm x 15cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
307. E. Myers (19th century)
Italian lake scene
watercolour, signed lower right
13cm x 33cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
308. Pollok Sinclair Nisbet ARSA RSW
(1848-1922)
Venice
watercolour, signed and dated 1875 lower right
13cm x 22cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 306
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309. Late 19th/early 20th century
Continental School
Travellers, horse and wagon
watercolour, indistinctly signed lower left
35.5cm x 25.5cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 310
310. Frank Wasley (1848-1934)
Shipping on the estuary and another, a near pair
watercolours, both signed lower left
28cm x 37.5cm and 24cm x 33cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
311. Charles Davidson RWS (1824-1902)
Country side with approaching rain cloud
watercolour, signed and dated 1848 lower right
14cm x 31cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

312. Robert gemmell Hutchison RSA RBA ROI
(1855-1936)
The crab fisher’s bairns
watercolour, heightened with white. signed lower left
21cm x 29cm
£3000-5000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 312
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313. James Watterston
Herald (1859-1914)
Gypsy encampment
pastel, signed lower left
56.5cm x 73cm
£3000-5000 (+24%BP*)

OIL PAINTINgS
314. James Watterston
Herald (1859-1914)
The Hunt, Full Cry
oil on canvas, signed and
dated ‘93 lower right
55cm x 74.5cm
£5000-7000 (+24%BP*)
314A. AR Ann Patrick
(b.1937)
Winter Flowering Pansies
oil on board, signed lower
right
24.5cm x 29.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 313

Lot 314
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314B. george Whitton Johnstone
RSA RSW (1849-1901)
Summer pasture with Silver Birch and rabbits
oil on canvas, signed and dated ‘83 lower left
39.5cm x 60cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 317

Lot 314C
314C. george Whitton Johnstone
RSA RSW (1849-1901)
On the Tweed near Selkirk
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1881 lower right,
31cm x 49cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

317. kate Wylie (1877-1941)
Camellia’s
oil on canvas, incised signature lower right
34cm x 44.5cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 314D
314D. george Andrew Nasmyth Langlands RSW
(c.1865-1940)
The Old Bridge, Berwick on Tweed
oil on canvas, signed lower right and dated indistinctly
possibly 1888
28.5cm x 43.5cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
315. J. Lochhead (Scottish, 19th century)
Sheep grazing
oil on canvas, signed lower right
21.5cm high x 16.5cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
316. kate Wylie (1877-1941)
Still life of mixed flowers in a white vase
oil on canvas, signed lower left
25cm x 14.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 318
318. AR Agnes Morison Cadell (1873-1958)
Portrait of a Terrier
oil on canvas, signed lower right
73cm x 55.5cm
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
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321. David R. Lee (early 20th century)
Ploughing
oil on canvas, signed lower left
29cm x 39cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
322. James Patrick (early 20th century)
Vraicing
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1921 lower left
34cm x 44cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
323. David R. Lee (early 20th century)
Shepherd and flock grazing
oil on canvas, signed lower left
29.5cm x 39.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
324. After Alexander Nasmyth (19th century)
Stirling Castle
oil on canvas
62cm x 75cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 319
319. Josef Weingartner
Half length portrait of a girl holding a letter
oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower left
39.5cm x 29.5cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

325. 19th century Continental School, possibly
Flemish
Figure smoking a clay pipe
oil on copper, possibly dated 1899 lower left
12cm x 8.5cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

320. 19th century British School
Half length portrait of a Gentleman
oil on canvas
44cm x 33.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 326
326. William Henry Williamson (1820-1883)
Fishing boats in stormy seas
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1871 lower left
26cm x 49.5cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
327. Late 19th/20th century Continental School
Summer landscape with figures and cottage
oil on panel
26.5cm x 39cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 321
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328. Early 20th century British School
Still life with pink blooms in a copper jardiniere,
with elephant calf figure and charger
oil on canvas
62cm x 75cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
329. D. Driest
Cock fighting
oil on canvas, signed lower right
89cm x 149cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
Lot 331
331. William Anderson (1757-1837)
Coastal scene with fishing boats and figures
oil on panel
23.5cm x 34cm
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
332. 19th century British School
Country landscape with figure walking on path
oil on canvas
13.5cm x 18.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
333. k. Le Breton (20th century)
The connoisseur
oil on canvas, signed lower right
71cm x 48cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 330
330. gustav Pope (19th century)
After The Ball
oil on canvas, signed lower right
44.5cm x 34.5cm
£600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 334
334. Late 19th/early 20th century British School
Portrait of a Borzoi
oil on board
35.5cm x 45.5cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 335
335. 19th century British School
Preparing for the Banquet
oil on canvas
27.5cm x 22.5cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 338
336. AR Edith Simon
(1917-2003)
A mountain ravine
oil on panel, signed lower right
41.5cm x 58.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

337. AR Peter A. White (b.1959)
A man, a woman and a box
acrylic on board, inscribed verso
and dated 1989
36.5cm x 32.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
338. 18th/19th century
Italian School
Street scene with figures
oil on panel
10cm x 7.5cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
339. J. Coutts Milne
ARSA
The wain of a winters
day
oil on canvas, signed
lower left and inscribed
on label verso
89.5cm x 125cm
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 339
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340. 19th century Continental School
Portrait of an elderly woman
oil on canvas
30.5cm x 30.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
341. 19th century Continental School
Mountain landscape with figures on path
oil on board
20cm x 15.5cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 342
342. Duncan Cameron (1837-1916)
Summer on the River Forth near Cambuskenneth
Abbey, Stirling
oil on canvas, signed lower left
29.5cm x 44.5cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
343. AR William Johnstone (1897-1981)
Border
oil on board, signed, inscribed and dated
‘William Johnstone 1972’ verso
23cm x 33cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 345
345. J.F. Pollock (19th century)
What’s up now
oil on canvas, signed lower left and inscribed verso
50cm x 34.5cm
£250-400 (+24%BP*)

344. Andrew Black RSW (1850-1916)
Coastal scene with Mill and figures walking on path
oil on canvas, signed lower right
22.5cm x 30cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 346
346. AR Harold Wyllie (1880-1975)
H.M.S. Albert (1875-6) in Polar seas 82. 24’N
oil on board, signed lower left
33.5cm x 49cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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347. Peter Wishart
Harbour and market scenes
oils on boards - six paintings
approximately 12cm x 20cm
£1200-1800 (+24%BP*)

350. William Hardie Sinclair
Gun dogs
oil on canvas, signed lower right
54cm x 45cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

348. John Houston RSW
Spinning wheel
oil on canvas, signed lower left
44cm x 36cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

351. D. Motley
Sheep in stable
oil on canvas, signed lower left
38cm x 58cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
352. Early 20th century
Still life with red geraniums and white hibiscus
oil on canvas
24.5cm x 34cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 349
349. After John Berney Crome
Environs of Amsterdam
oil on panel
29cm x 44cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 353
353. Holmwood (19th century)
The little goose herd
oil on canvas laid on panel, signed lower right and
dated July 1885 also bearing initial cypher
35.5cm x 53.5cm
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
354. 19th century Scottish School
Chanter player and two attendant girls
oil on board, signed RI and dated 1845 lower right
20cm x 14.5cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 350
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Lot 357
356. J. Wilson (19th century)
Coastal scene at low tide
oil on board, signed lower right
22cm x 42cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 355
355. Victor Milton Corden (1860-1939)
For the Trenches, before Sebastopol
oil on panel, signed lower left and inscribed verso
25.5cm x 19cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

357. AR Anne Primrose Jury (Irish 1907-1995)
Still life of mixed flowers in a glass vase
oil on canvas, signed lower right
49.5cm x 60cm
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 356
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362. Vickers Deville (1856-1925)
Lakeside with figures
oil on panel, signed lower left
26.5cm x 21cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
363. Edward Moore (d.1920)
Coastal scene with sailing boats
oil on canvas, signed lower right and dated ‘87
62.5cm x 126cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 358
358. Late 19th century British School
Cattle watering in a Highland landscape
oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower left
39cm x 29cm
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
359. L. Reiguez
Dock workers
oil on board, signed and dated ‘36
74.5cm x 53cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
360. A.C.S. (late 19th/early 20th century)
H.M.S. Cruiszer Malta
oil on panel, indistinctly signed lower left and
inscribed on label verso
14.5cm x 22cm
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
361. V.R. (19th century Continental School)
Italian lake scene
oil on board, signed lower left with initials V.R.
14cm x 29cm
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 364
364. 18th/19th century Dutch School
Still life of tulips, carnations and fruit
oil on canvas
88cm x 68.5cm
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
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365. Sam Bough (19th century)
Dog in the manger
oil on panel, painted verso with boy
counting coins
32.5cm x 45.5cm
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
366. H. W. kindersley (19th century)
On the Leny, near Callander
oil on canvas, signed with initials and
dated 1892 lower left, inscribed verso
29cm x 44cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)
367. Follower of Francis Sartorius
(1734-1804)
Three hunters, groom and dog
oil on canvas
40.5cm x 51cm
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 365

368. Francis Sartorius (1734-1804)
Tethered Chestnut hunter and terrier
oil on canvas, signed lower right
41.5cm x 51.5cm
£500-800 (+24%BP*)
369. Francis Sartorius (1734-1804)
Chestnut hunter and terrier in landscape
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1788
lower right
41.5cm x 51.5cm
£500-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 368

Lot 369
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WEDNESDAy 25TH APRIL
SILVER

Lot 370

Lot 372

370. A george V four piece silver tea set, Birmingham, 1928,
makers mark of Elkington & Co., circular shaped with waived
rim, raised on four shaped supports, comprising; teapot, twin
handled sugar bowl, milk jug and kettle on stand, gross weight
80.1 troy ozs.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)

371. Three assorted george III,
William IV and Victorian silver boxes,
comprising; a George III silver vinaigrette,
Birmingham, 1798, oval shaped with bright
cut decoration, lacking pierced metal grille,
2.9cm wide, a William IV rectangular snuff
box, Birmingham, 1831, makers mark
of ES, the engine turned cover bearing
rectangular initial panel ‘D.A.C.’, 6.8cm
wide, and a Victorian silver vinaigrette,
Birmingham, 1868, makers mark of George
Unite, shaped oval form with engraved
scroll decoration, 3.8cm wide, 2.5 troy ozs
(3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
372. An Irish Art Nouveau silver
loving cup, Dublin, 1911, makers mark
of N within laurel wreath, the oviform
bowl and tapered cylindrical foot with a
hammered finish and three foliate scroll
handles, inscribed ‘SHARMAN D. NEILL
LTD. BELFAST’, 9.7 troy ozs, 13cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 371
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373. A mahogany cased demi lune
canteen of silver flatware, Edward,
92 Buchanan Street, glasgow,
bearing presentation plaques
inscribed ‘A farewell presentation to
Rev. F.H. and Mrs Fulton, 11th June
1958’, ‘Buchanan Parish Church
and Saint Kentigerna’s, Inversnaid’,
twelve place setting comprising table
forks, dessert forks, table spoons,
dessert spoons, teaspoons, sauce
ladles, soup ladle, gravy spoon, table
knives, dessert knives, carvers and
steel, Sheffield 1924, makers mark
of GE over AE, bearing initial ‘F’,
gross weight 126 troy ozs, 99cm
wide x 81cm high x 53cm deep.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
374. A mid 20th century four piece
silver tea set, Sheffield, 1968, makers
mark of R&B, embossed with flowers
and c-scrolls, with vacant cartouches,
the spouts on the tea and coffee pot
formed as birds heads, the finials
formed as birds with outstretched
wings, raised on four short foliate
and scroll cast supports, comprising;
teapot, coffee pot, twin handled sugar
bowl and milk jug, coffee pot 24cm
high, total gross weight 93.2 troy ozs.
£700-1000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 373

375. A mid 20th silver twin
handled serving tray, Sheffield,
1975, makers mark of R&B, oval
shaped with shell and scroll cast
edge and handles, 68cm long x 45cm
wide, approximately 120 troy ozs.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
376. A set of four Art Nouveau
silver salts and spoons,
London, 1908, makers mark of
G.& S. Co Ld, each with three
scroll handles terminating in foliate
scroll feet, 5.4cm diameter x 3.6cm
high, total weight 6.4 troy ozs.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 374

Lot 375
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Lot 379
379. A Victorian silver cruet set, Sheffield, 1875,
makers mark of WWH, fitted with two facet cut glass
bottles and stoppers, a silver mounted pepper pot,
a silver mounted mustard pot and spoon, and a silver
mounted snuff bottle, the handle with oval thumb
piece, raised on four bun feet, 15cm wide x 14cm high
overall. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
Lot 377
377. A Victorian silver tea kettle on stand, London,
1899, makers mark of William Hutton & Sons, oval
shaped with part embossed shell decoration, raised
on four shell and scroll cast tapered supports with
shaped feet, 33cm high, gross weight 53.5 troy ozs.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
378. Three assorted silver sauce boats, one 18th
and two 20th century, comprising; a George III
sauce boat, London, 1793, makers mark rubbed, with
c-scroll handle and waived rim, 13cm wide, a George
V sauce boat, Sheffield, 1926, makers mark of Walker
& Hall, with reeded handle, 15.5cm wide, and mid
20th century sauce boat, London, 1963, makers mark
rubbed, with foliate cast c-scroll handle, 15.5cm wide,
total weight 14.4 troy ozs (3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 380
380. A set of twelve george IV silver table forks,
London, 1828, makers mark of W.C probably
that of William Cripps, fiddle pattern with reeded
edge, engraved with Armorial, 34 troy ozs.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
381. A part suite of George III silver flatware,
London, 1790, makers mark of W.E., fiddle pattern
with engraved Armorial, comprising; six table spoons
and eight dessert spoons, total weight 20.6 troy ozs
(14). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 388

Lot 387
382. A part suite of Victorian silver flatware,
London, 1842 and later, makers marks of WE, EE
and GA, fiddle pattern with shell cast terminals and
engraved with Armorial, comprising; nine dessert
spoons (four 1842, makers mark of WE and five
1846, makers mark of EE), and eleven teaspoons
(nine 1842, makers mark of WE and two 1852,
makers mark of GA), total weight 27.9 troy ozs (20).
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
383. A set of seven george III silver teaspoons,
London, 1816, makers mark of PS, fiddle pattern
with reeded edge and engraved Armorial, 7 troy ozs.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
384. A set of nine Victorian silver dessert
spoons, London, 1837, makers mark of MC for
Mary Chawner, fiddle pattern with reeded edge,
engraved with Armorial and initials, 15.6 troy ozs.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
385. A mid 20th century silver salver, Birmingham,
1970, makers mark JR, with scalloped rim, raised
on four short c-scroll feet, 25.5cm diameter,
14.4 troy ozs. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
386. An Edwardian silver salver, Sheffield, 1907,
makers mark of RM over EH for Martin Hall &
Co Ltd, with shell and scroll cast border, raised on
three bracket feet, 21cm diameter, 12.1 troy ozs.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 389
387. A Victorian silver mounted claret jug,
Sheffield, 1897, makers mark of C.E. over N., the
silver mounted with embossed and engraved scroll
decoration, 23cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
388. A pair of Indian silver quaichs, makers mark
of H&Co. Ld., 11.5cm wide x 4cm high, 5.5 troy ozs.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
389. Three Victorian and Edwardian silver tea
caddies, one London, 1896, makers mark rubbed, of
cylindrical form with part spiral gadrooned decoration,
the cover with flame finial, 11cm high, an Edwardian
example, Birmingham, 1906, makers mark of L&S,
oval shaped with embossed Neo-Classical decoration,
9cm high, and a George V example, Birmingham,
1910, makers mark rubbed, of hexagonal form with
embossed scroll decoration, 9.5cm high, total weight
8.7 troy ozs (3). £100-200 (+24%BP*)
390. A george V silver and enamel belt buckle,
Birmingham, 1910, makers mark of L&S, together
with six Sterling silver and enamel buttons, in original
fitted case. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
391. A set of twelve Victorian silver teaspoons
and sugar tongs, Glasgow, 1841, makers mark of
D.C.R, Kings pattern, 8.3 troy ozs, in original velvet
lined box. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
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392. A George V five piece silver cruet set,
Sheffield, 1918, 1921 and 1923, makers mark of
B&S for Brook & Son, George Street, Edinburgh,
comprising; two pepper pots, mustard pot with blue
glass liner and spoon, two salts with blue glass liners
and two spoons, in original fitted case, 9.8 troy ozs.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 397
397. An Art Deco silver and tortoiseshell mounted
playing card box, Birmingham, 1929, makers
mark rubbed, the hinged cover with a tortoiseshell
panel within a rope twist and flower head border,
opening to a fitted interior, the sides with engine
turned detail, 16.5cm wide x 4cm high x 12cm deep.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
Lot 393
393. A late 20th century silver loving cup and a
pair of silver beakers, the loving cup Edinburgh,
1985, makers mark of JP, 8cm diameter x 6cm high,
the silver beakers Edinburgh, 2000, makers mark of
JP, 7cm high, 9.9 troy ozs (3). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
394. A pair of george V silver bowls, Sheffield,
1910, makers mark of HA, with waived rims, raised
on three concave supports, 9cm diameter x 6cm high,
8.4 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
395. A george III silver mustard pot, Edinburgh,
1818, makers mark of CM, of rounded rectangular
form, with angular handle, raised on four bun feet,
engraved with the initial ‘B’, 9.5cm wide x 7.5cm
high, 4.5 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 398
398. A Victorian silver box and cover, London,
1897, makers mark of William Hutton & Sons, square
shaped with rope twist borders, raised on a square
plinth base and four bun feet, 24 troy ozs, 15cm
square x 13.5cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
Lot 396
396. A pair of late 19th/early 20th century
electroplated Stag form tureens and covers,
the tapered cylindrical bowls with stags head
terminals, raised on four stag leg shaped supports,
the domed covers with stag shaped finials, engraved
with Armorial and motto ‘NON OBLIVISCAR’,
31cm wide x 20cm diameter x 25.5cm high.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)
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399. A george III silver chamber candlestick,
Sheffield, 1818, makers mark of BH&H, with
detachable drip pan and snuffer, engraved with
Armorial, 14cm wide x 10cm high, 8.8 troy ozs.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
400. A george III silver cream jug, London,
1792, makers mark TH, the tapered cylindrical bowl
with a reeded edge and handle, raised on a square
plinth base, engraved with Armorial, 12.5cm high,
5 troy ozs. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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401. A george II silver combination marrow scoop
and spoon, London, 1740, makers mark of RP, 22cm
long, 1.6 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 406
406. A Chinese silver coffee pot, makers mark
of kMS, Qing Dynasty, with embossed decoration
of dragon and vacant circular cartouche, impressed
marks, 22cm high, 22.6 troy ozs. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 402
402. A Victorian silver mounted claret jug,
Birmingham, 1876, makers mark of B.A & C., the
silver mount with embossed decoration of flowers and
scrolls, 25cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
403. A late 19th century Indian silver lotus shaped
twin handled sugar bowl, with embossed and chased
decoration of stylised foliage, raised on a pierced
foliate foot, 14cm wide x 7.5cm high, 8.2 troy ozs.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
404. A Chinese silver salt/small bowl, Qing
Dynasty, with embossed and chased decoration of
stag, birds, pine trees and flowers, within foliate
borders, approximately 5.5cm diameter x 3.9cm high,
2 troy ozs. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
405. A Chinese silver tazza, makers mark of LW
for Luen Wo, Qing Dynasty, the pierced bowl
with engraved chrysanthemum detail, stamped
mark LW, on circular wood stand, 5.8 troy ozs,
10.8cm high, overall height on stand, 13cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 407
407. A Chinese silver three piece tea set, makers
mark of SF, late 19th/early 20th century, with
embossed decoration of Egrets and Iris, with
simulated bamboo shaped spout and handles,
engraved with initials, comprising; teapot, twin
handled sugar bowl and milk jug, impressed marks,
gross weight 29.4 troy ozs. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
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A PRIVATE COLLECTION
OF SILVER By ALEXANDER
RITCHIE OF IONA

Lot 410

Lot 408

410. A silver buckle/cloak clasp by Alexander
Ritchie of Iona, glasgow, 1923, formed from two
targe shaped panels chased with Celtic knotwork,
one suspending chain and small circular shaped boss,
stamped marks A.R., IONA, each panel 5cm diameter.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

408. A white metal ring brooch by Alexander
Ritchie of Iona, decorated with Celtic scrolls and
knotwork, signed in relief ‘A.E.R. IONA’, 5.5cm
diameter. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 411

Lot 409
409. A white metal and green enamel targe
shaped brooch by Alexander Ritchie of Iona,
stamped marks A.R. IONA and relief mark IONA AR,
3.3cm diameter, together with a silver plaid brooch,
Birmingham, 1913, makers mark of ICA, A.R., IONA,
4cm diameter (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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411. An early 20th century silver twin handled
chalice cup by Alexander Ritchie of Iona,
Birmingham, 1922, makers mark AR, IONA,
decorated with embossed Celtic knotwork and
mythical beasts, 11.3cm high x 9cm diameter,
7 troy ozs. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF
JEWELLERy TO INCLuDE
VINTAgE CARTIER

Lot 412
412. An early 20th century 15ct gold and
split pearl necklace, stamped marks, in original
fitted case, 40cm long, gross weight 26.9 grams.
£250-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 413
413. A suite of late 19th century Etruscan revival
yellow metal and cameo set jewellery, comprising;
an oval brooch with locket section to rear, set with
a relief carved cameo within yellow metal and
rope twist border, 5.5cm x 4.5cm, together with a
pair of corresponding earrings, 3.8cm x 2.2cm (3).
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 414
414. A collection of five 19th century cameos,
comprising; an oval cameo carved with portrait
profile of a maiden with fruiting vine entwined hair,
5cm x 4.5cm, in fitted box, another oval cameo carved
with two maidens and putto, 5.2cm x 4.2cm, another
oval cameo carved with bust profile of a maiden,
4.4cm x 3.5cm, together with two other small oval
cameos, 2.2cm x 2cm (5). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 415
415. A 9ct gold open faced pocket watch and 9ct
gold chain, the pocket watch with white enamelled
dial bearing Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds
dial, marked ‘DENNISON’, 5cm diameter, gross
weight 84.7 grams, the chain 42.5cm long, gross
weight 14.3 grams. £200-400 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 418
418. An Arts & Crafts white metal and
chrysoprase brooch, 8.6cm long. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 419
Lot 416
416. A pair of early 20th century yellow metal,
pearl and jade earrings, in original fitted case
for Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh, 6cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

419. A set of four early 20th century yellow and
white metal mother-of-pearl and sapphire set
shirt studs, square shaped and centred with a square
cut sapphire on a mother-of-pearl ground with
incised line detail, stamped marks 18ct and PLAT,
1.1cm square, together with a pair of white and
yellow metal sapphire and diamond set oval shaped
cufflinks, 1.6cm x 1.1cm, gross weight 15.7 grams (6).
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 417
417. An Arts & Crafts yellow metal, enamel and
opal brooch, the circular convex shaped enamel
panel decorated with a Viking long boat within an
openwork border of stylised flowers and foliage, set
with a circular and triangular shaped opal, 6.2cm
high x 3.9cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 420
420. An early 20th century white metal and
paste set articulated bracelet, 18cm long.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 424

Lot 421
421. An early 20th century white metal and
paste set articulated bracelet, 19cm long.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

424. A Victorian yellow metal, enamel, agate and
diamond set mourning brooch, the oval agate set
with a white metal five petalled flower set with six
small diamonds, within a border of black enamelled
ivy, the reverse with hair locket, inscribed ‘In Memory
of William Macfie, Died 11th Novr. 1854, Aged
78 Years’, 4.5cm wide x 3.8cm. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 422
422. A georg Jensen silver bracelet, London, 1955,
formed of four stylised bud shaped sections divided
by three circular shaped cabochons, impressed marks,
18cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
423. A yellow
metal and
almandine garnet
set fox head stick
pin, set with two
round cabochon
cut almandine
garnet eyes, gross
weight 2.3 grams,
4.6cm long.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 425
425. An early 20th century white and yellow metal
ruby set Fleur-de-lys brooch, set with eighty seven
round faceted rubies, estimated total weight of 5.22ct,
3.9cm long x 2.8cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 423
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Lot 426
426. An early 20th century white and yellow
metal tourmaline and diamond set navette-shaped
pierced panel brooch, centred with an oval faceted
tourmaline, estimated to weigh 11.76ct, within a
panel of millegrain edged sections set with thirty-two
eight cut diamonds, estimated to weigh 1.06ct, 4.7cm
long x 2cm wide. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 427
427. An early 20th century white metal amethyst
and diamond three stone ring, centred with a
rectangular faceted amethyst with canted corners,
calculated to weigh 6.85ct, flanked by baguette
cut diamonds, estimated total weight of 0.27ct.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 428

Lot 429

428. An early 20th century yellow and white metal
emerald and diamond set bar brooch, centred
with an old cushion cut diamond, estimated to weigh
0.29ct, flanked by two pear shaped faceted emeralds,
estimated to weigh 0.20ct, fourteen various round cut
diamonds, with an estimated total weight of 0.42ct,
and eight emerald cut emeralds, estimated to weigh
0.16ct, 5.9cm long. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

429. An early 20th century yellow metal ruby and
diamond three stone bar brooch, centred with a
round faceted ruby, calculated to weigh 0.60ct, flanked
by old cut diamonds, estimated to weigh 0.60ct, 4.7cm
long. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 430
430. An early 20th century white metal three stone diamond bar
brooch, centred with a old cut diamond estimated to weigh 1.32ct,
flanked by old cut diamonds at each end of the brooch, estimated to
weigh 0.62ct, 5.4cm long. £1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 431
431. An Edwardian white metal amethyst and diamond bow
shaped brooch, centred with an old cut diamond, estimated to weigh
0.75ct, flanked by custom cut amethysts within a border of seventy
four old eight cut diamonds, estimated to weigh 1.41ct, in original
fitted case inscribed LACLOCHE FRES. 15, RUE DE LA PAIX,
PARIS, 2 NEW BOND ST. LONDON, 5.2cm wide x 1.8cm wide.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 432
432. An early 20th century yellow
and white metal ruby and diamond
leaf shaped clip brooch by Cartier,
centred with an oval faceted ruby,
estimated to weigh 1.08ct, surrounded
by eighty three rose cut diamonds,
estimated to weight approximately
1.49ct, 3.6cm long x 2.1cm wide, in
original red leather and gilt Cartier
fitted case. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 433

Lot 433 (detail)

433. A pair of early 20th century amethyst and diamond earrings by Cartier, each set with a round faceted
amethyst stud section, estimated total weight of 0.40ct, suspending two brilliant cut diamonds, estimated total
weight of 0.19ct, and briolette cut amethyst, estimated total weight of 28cts, with rose cut diamond bell-cap,
estimated total weight of 0.22ct, 4.7cm long x 9.3mm wide, in original red leather and gilt Cartier fitted case.
£3000-5000 (+24%BP*)

A PRIVATE COLLECTION OF gOLD &
SILVER ROyAL MINT PROOF COIN SETS
434. Royal Mint, The 1990 united kingdom
gold Proof Sovereign Four-Coin Collection,
No. 0579, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
435. Royal Mint, The 1991 united kingdom
gold Proof Sovereign Four-Coin Collection,
No. 0300, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
436. Royal Mint, The 1994 united kingdom
gold Proof Sovereign Four-Coin Collection,
No. 0179, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
437. Royal Mint, The 1995 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0033, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 434
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438. Royal Mint, The 1996 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0318, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

443. Royal Mint, The 2001 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0229, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

439. Royal Mint, The 1997 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0708, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
440. Royal Mint, The 1998 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0165, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
441. Royal Mint, The 1999 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0071, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 444
444. Royal Mint, The 2002 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0618, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
445. Royal Mint, The 2003 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0513, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
446. Royal Mint, The 2006 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0608, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
447. Royal Mint, The 2007 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 833, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
Lot 442
442. Royal Mint, The 2000 united kingdom
gold Proof Four-Coin Sovereign Collection,
No. 0317, with Certificate in green and gilt fitted case.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 448

Lot 450

448. Royal Mint, 500th Anniversary of the First
gold Sovereign 1489-1989 gold Proof Sovereign
Collection, No.0929, with Certificate in black and gilt
fitted case. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)

450. Royal Mint, 1999 Churchill Commemorative
£25 Gold Proof Two-Coin Set, No. 2427, with
Certificate in red fitted case. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 449

Lot 451

449. Royal Mint, The 1988 united kingdom gold
Proof three coin Set, No. 01291, with Certificate in
blue and gilt fitted case. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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451. Royal Mint, 1997 & 1998 Hong kong
$1000 gold Proof Two-Coin Collection,
No. 056, with Certificate in red and gilt fitted case.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 452
452. Royal Mint, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
The Queen Mother, 90th Birthday gold Proof
Crown, No. 1518, with Certificate, in blue and gilt
fitted case. £700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 453
453. Royal Mint, united kingdom Coronation
40th Anniversary gold Proof Crown, EIIR,
No. 1755, with Certificate, in red and gilt fitted case.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 454
454. Royal Mint, 1997, united kingdom golden
Wedding Anniversary of Her Majesty the Queen
and Prince Philip gold Proof Crown, No. 0151,
with Certificate, in brown and gilt fitted case.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 455
455. Royal Mint, 2000 Millennium united
kingdom gold Proof Five Pound Crown,
No. 0457, with Certificate, in red fitted case.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
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456. Royal Mint, 1999 guernsey £25 gold Coin,
The Prince Edward and Miss Sophie Rhys-Jones, with
Certificate, in red fitted case. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
457. Royal Mint, The 1987 Proof Two Pound Coin,
No. 00944, with Certificate, in green and gilt fitted case.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
458. Royal Mint, The 1988 Proof Two Pound Coin,
No. 00225, with Certificate, in green and gilt fitted case.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
459. Royal Mint, 1995 united kingdom Proof Two
Pounds, No. 1076, with Certificate, in green and gilt fitted
case. £250-400 (+24%BP*)
460. Royal Mint, 2001 united kingdom gold Proof
Two Pounds, Wireless Bridges the Atlantic, Marconi
1901, No. 0944, with Certificate, in green and gilt fitted
case. £250-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 456

Lot 461
461. Royal Mint, 1992-1993 gold Fifty Pence Coin,
To commemorate the united kingdom’s Presidency
of the Council of Ministers during the second half
of 1992 and the completion of the Single European
Market, No. 1176, with Certificate in red fitted case.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
Lot 457
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462. Royal Mint, united kingdom 150 years
of Public Libraries gold Proof Fifty Pence
Coin, No. 0191, with Certificate in red fitted case.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)

465. Royal Mint, The Queen’s 80th Birthday
Collection, A Celebration in Silver, thirteen-coin
Proof Set, with booklet, in blue and silver fitted case.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
466. Two Royal Mint Silver Proof sets, H.M. Queen
Elizabeth II Silver Proof Crown four-coin Collection,
No. 1268, with Certificate in red and silver fitted
case and 1995 Three Nations three-coin Collection
Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the End
of World War II, with Certificate, in fitted case and
sleeve (2). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 467

Lot 463
463. The London Mint, The gold Sovereign
Landmarks of Her Majesty’s Reign seventeencoin set, in fitted box with lift out tray.
£1000-2000 (+24%BP*)

467. Two Royal Mint Silver Proof sets, Golden
Wedding Anniversary Silver Proof Collection,
Elizabeth and Philip 1947-1997, twenty-three coin
set with booklets and The Queen Mother Centenary
Collection, twelve-coin set, with booklet and small
file containing Certificates (2). £200-400 (+24%BP*)
468-484. No lots

464. Four Royal Mint
Britannia Collection Silver
Proof four coin sets, 1997,
2001, 2003 and 2005, all
with Certificates, in green
and silver fitted cases (4).
£200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 464
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WINE & WHISky
485. *Twelve bottles of Biondi-Santi Brunello
Di Montalcino, 1971 (12). £700-900 (+24%BP*)
486. *Two bottles of Chateau LafiteRothschild, Carruades de Lafite, Pauillac,
2000, 12.5%, 750ml. (2). £200-300 (+24%BP*)
487. *One bottle of Chateau LafiteRothschild, Premier Cru Classe, 1902 (1).
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
488. *One bottle of Chateau LafiteRothschild, Premier Cru Classe, 1924 (1).
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
489. *One bottle of grand Vin De Chateau
Latour, Premier grand Cru Classe, Pauillac,
1994 (1). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 487

Lot 488

Lot 491
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490. *Two bottles of
grand Vin de Chateau
Latour, Premier grand
Cru Classe, 1970 (2).
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
491. *Two bottles of
grand Vin De Chateau
Latour, Premier grand
Cru Classe, PauillacMedoc, 1961 (2).
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
492. *One bottle
of Chateau
Montrose, 1970 (1).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
493. *Nine bottles of
gaja Vino Barbaresco
Sori Tildin, 1973 (9).
£700-900 (+24%BP*)

Lot 495A

Lot 495C

494. *Five bottles of
Chateau Smith Haut
Lafitte, Grand Cru
Classe De graves,
13.5% vol., 750ml. (5).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
495. *One Double
Magnum of Chateau
Lafite- Rothschild,
Premier grand Cru
Classe, 1961 (1).
£4000-6000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 495D
495A. One vintage bottle of
Glenfiddich, Straight Malt,
Scotch Whisky, 70 proof, 26 2/3
FL.OZS. £150-300 (+24%BP*)
495B. Four bottles of Scotch
Whisky, to include; Grants,
Finest Scotch Whisky, 75cl.,
40% vol., White Horse,
Scotch Whisky, Duty Free
For Exportation Intact from
Seychelles, and two Dewar’s
“White Label”, 70 proof, 26 2/3
FL. OZS (4). £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 495E

495C. Two bottles of Johnnie
Walker Scotch Whisky,
comprising; boxed Johnnie
Walker, Finest Scotch Whisky,
aged 21 years, Bottle No.A
035910, 43%, 70cl., and boxed
Johnnie Walker Swing Blend
Scotch Whisky, 43%, 75cl. (2).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

495D. Three bottles of Scotch
Whisky, comprising, boxed
James Buchanan’s Special
Reserve Scotch Whisky, aged
18 years, 75cl., 43% vol.,
boxed Buchanan’s De Luxe
Scotch Whisky, 12 years old,
43%, 75cl., and The Original
Dimple De Luxe Scotch Whisky,
15 years old, 75cl., 43% (3).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
495E. One bottle of The
Macallan, Single Highland
Malt Scotch Whisky, 10
years old, Matured in Sherry
Wood, 40% vol., 75cl., boxed.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 496

gLASS
496. A suite of early 20th century Venetian
green tinted glass, with wheel cut decoration of
figures, birds, flowers and scrolls, comprising;
twenty three wine glasses, nine champagne coupes,
seven liqueur glasses and twelve finger bowls (qty).
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
497. A late 19th century Bohemian white overlaid
ruby glass vase, decorated with gilded foliage and
scrolls, 41cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 497
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Lot 498

498. ‘Laurier’ a Lalique opalescent glass brush
pot, signed ‘R LALIQUE FRANCE’, 18cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
499. ‘Marisa’ a Lalique opalescent glass vase,
signed ‘R. Lalique France No.1002’, 23cm high.
£1500-2000 (+24%BP*)

Lot 499

BP* - Buyer’s Premium of 24% inclusive of VAT @ 20%
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MONART gLASS

503. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled orange,
yellow and green with gold coloured inclusions,
21.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 500
500. A Monart vase, shape N, mottled purple,
white and green with a band of typical whorls,
bearing original paper label, N, VI+, 22cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 504
504. A rare Monart vase, shape BB, mottled
blue and green with four pulled up lines, bearing
remains of original paper label, 13.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
505. A Monart vase, shape gC, mottled orange and
black, 18cm high. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
506. A Monart vase, shape gC, mottled green
and orange with gold coloured inclusions, bearing
remains of original paper label, 17cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
507. A Monart vase, shape SA, mottled pink, blue,
yellow and green with gold coloured inclusions and
three typical whorls, 20cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
508. A Monart vase, shape FB, mottled green, blue
and purple with gold coloured inclusions and a band
of typical whorls, 20cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
509. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled green and
cased in clear glass, bearing original paper label,
OE, _20, 23cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 501
501. A Monart vase, shape D, mottled green and
orange with gold coloured inclusions, bearing remains
of original paper label, _, D, 261, 13.5cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

510. A Monart vase, shape TB, mottled green
and black with gold coloured inclusions, bearing
original paper label, TB, VI, 18.5cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)

502. A near pair of small Monart bowls, shape
MC, mottled clear, green and orange with gold
coloured inclusions, 11.5cm diameter x 6cm high and
12.5cm diameter x 6cm high (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 511
511. A Monart vase, shape AE, mottled clear
and blue glass with gold coloured inclusions, The
Royal Wedding colour combination, 17cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 516
516. A rare Monart vase, shape QF, mottled clear,
green and white with typical whorl decoration, 9cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

512. A Monart vase, shape OE, mottled orange,
yellow and black with gold coloured inclusions, 20cm
high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
513. A Monart vase, shape SA, mottled red and
black with gold coloured inclusions, bearing original
paper label, SA, VII, 17cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
514. A Monart vase, shape XD, mottled green,
19.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 517
Lot 515
515. A rare Monart dressing table box and
cover, shape DC, mottled green and black with
gold coloured inclusions, bearing original paper
label, VII, DC, 162, 11.5cm diameter x 8.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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517. A rare Monart vase, shape SA, mottled
blue with air bubble inclusions, 13.5cm high.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
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518. Two small Monart vases, shape RA, one
mottled clear and blue glass with gold coloured
inclusions, The Royal Wedding colour combination,
12.5cm high, the other mottled orange, green and
blue, 12.5cm high (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 519
519. A group of Monart glass, comprising; a small
vase, shape SA, mottled pink and purple with gold
coloured inclusions, 12.5cm high, a small bowl,
shape MB, mottled red and black with gold coloured
inclusions, 11cm high x 5.5cm high, and a miniature
travelling salesman sample bowl, shape UB, mottled
clear, green and yellow, 10cm diameter x 2cm high
(3). £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 524
524. A rare Monart vase, mottled green and blue
glass, 21cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

520. A Monart bowl, shape AF, mottled clear
and blue glass with gold coloured inclusions, The
Royal Wedding colour combination, bearing original
paper label, AF, VI, 18.5cm diameter x 9cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
521. A Monart bowl, shape uB, mottled blue
and purple with gold coloured inclusions, 29.5cm
diameter x 7.5cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
522. A Monart bowl, shape XA, mottled blue
and purple with a band of typical whorls, 25.5cm
diameter x 7cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
523. A Monart vase, shape MF, mottled blue, pink
and green, with a band of typical whorls, 20cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 525
525. A large Monart vase, mottled green and
black with gold coloured inclusions, 32.5cm high.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
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BRITISH & EuROPEAN
CERAMICS

531. A Delft pottery jar converted to a table lamp,
decorated in Fazakerley colours with a fenced garden
of flowers and bird, gilt metal mounts, overall 45cm
high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 532
532. A 19th century English cobalt blue ground
bowl, hand painted with circular and oval shaped
panels of colourful flowers and foliage within richly
gilded borders, 24.5cm diameter x 11.5cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 526
526. A Flight, Barr and Barr, Worcester green
ground porcelain urn and cover, decorated with a
named view of ‘Little Malvern Church’, within richly
gilded borders, raised on a concave platform base with
three dolphin shaped supports, painted marks, overall
20cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

533. A 20th century gilt metal mounted puce
ground crackle glazed ceramic garniture,
comprising: large footed bowl and pair of urns and
covers, the bowl 36cm diameter x 45cm high, the urns
64cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

527. A pair of green ground pate-sur-pate urns,
decorated with oval shaped panels of maidens and
cherubs fishing, within richly gilded borders, 16cm
high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
528. A 19th century cobalt blue ground porcelain
basket, decorated with a named view, ‘View Of
The Cathedral And College Green Bristol’, within
richly gilded borders, 22cm wide x 12cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
529. A pair of Royal Worcester figures, dated
1910, modelled as male and female water carriers,
green printed marks, impressed marks and green
printed number 1250, 23cm high x 24.5cm high.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
530. A Royal Worcester flat back jug, dated 1903,
decorated with scattered foliate sprays on ivory
coloured ground, puce printed marks, 11.5cm high.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 534
534. An 18th century Delft charger, decorated in the
Fazakerley palette with a fenced garden of flowers and
bird, within a diaper panelled border, 34cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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535. A late 18th century Derby porcelain
figure of Diana The Huntress, 29cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 536
536. A Moorcroft Florian Ware blue ground
bowl, decorated with wild roses, printed and
green painted marks, 18cm diameter x 6cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 538
538. ‘Fair Maid of Perth’ a Wemyss pottery
jug, impressed mark ‘WEMYSS’, 21.5cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 537
537. ‘Leaf and berry’ a miniature Moorcroft green
ground vase, impressed marks and blue painted mark,
8cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 539
539. ‘The Beadle of Perth’ a Wemyss pottery jug,
painted mark ‘Wemyss’, bearing ‘Wemyss Exhibition
1976 Sotheby’s Belgravia, Rogers de Rin’ label,
19.5cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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540. A Wemyss pottery frilled bowl, decorated
with roses, impressed and green painted marks,
14cm diameter x 8cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
541. A kPM Berlin porcelain urn, painted with
colourful panels of flowers, with applied flowers and
mask terminals, underglaze blue and printed marks,
16cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
541A. A pair of late 19th/early 20th century
Continental porcelain figure groups, modelled with
putti and Classical maidens, on oval shaped plinth
bases, 28cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 545
545. A pair of Meissen porcelain two light
candelabra, modelled with male figure wearing puce
coloured jacket supporting two flower encrusted
branches with urn shaped nozzles, together with
a companion of female wearing yellow bonnet
supporting flower encrusted branches and urn shaped
nozzles, both on scroll moulded bases, blue crossed
swords mark, incised numbers 1129 and 1130,
impressed numbers 110 and 107, 20cm high x 17cm
wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
546. A late 19th century Continental porcelain
rectangular plaque, decorated with half length
portrait of a young lady, impressed number 308,
25cm x 17.5cm. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

Lot 542
542. A Meissen porcelain nodding head Pagoda
figure, with moving head, tongue and hands, the
cross legged figure wearing patterned robe, blue
crossed sword mark, 18cm high x 17.5cm wide.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
543. A late 19th/early 20th century Continental
porcelain cabinet plate, decorated with male and
female figures in a garden within a pierced rim
decorated with foliate sprays, 22.5cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
544. A Vienna porcelain cobalt blue ground
cabinet plate titled ‘LIEBESERWACHEN’,
signed J. Dahn, blue shield mark, 26cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
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547. A late 19th/early 20th century Dresden
porcelain circular tureen and cover, decorated with
panels of figures on a ground decorated with deutsche
blumen, the cover with flower shaped finial, blue
crossed swords mark, 30cm diameter x 29cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
548. A pair of late 19th century Continental
porcelain four light candelabra, formed in two
sections with detachable scroll arms and floral
encrusted details, raised on scroll and foliate
decorated columns set with pairs of putti, raised on
four scroll feet, 50cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
549. A Bing & grondahl Copenhagen porcelain
twin handled cake plate, decorated with two gulls in
flight, 25.5cm diameter. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
550. A Samson porcelain famille rose style tea
caddy, the rectangular body decorated with faux
armorial within a border of scattered foliate sprays,
14.5cm high x 7.5cm wide. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
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551. A pair of Royal Dux porcelain figures
modelled as male and female water carriers,
applied and impressed triangular shaped marks,
the male figure impressed 2155, the female figure
impressed 2156, 44cm high. £250-400 (+24%BP*)
552. A Vienna porcelain blue ground charger,
decorated with a square shaped panel of classical
figures within a pink ground panelled border, the
details picked out in gilt, blue shield mark, 35.5cm
diameter. £500-700 (+24%BP*)
553. A pair of late 19th/early 20th century
Continental porcelain five light floral encrusted
candelabra, supported on foliate cast columns with
male and female figures, raised on scroll bases, 46cm
high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
554. A French pottery charger by Montereau,
decorated in the aesthetic taste with flowering
branches and parrot on a lattice ground, impressed
marks, 37cm diameter. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
555. A late 19th/early 20th century terracotta
figure group of Cupid and dove, on oval plinth base,
38cm high x 34cm wide. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
556. A late 19th/early 20th century Paris
porcelain cobalt blue ground chocolate cup,
decorated with a rectangular shaped panel of figures
in landscape within richly gilded borders, the scroll
over handle moulded with mask head detail, 10.5cm
diameter x 12cm high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 558
558. A Meissen porcelain figure group, modelled
with girl holding a basket of vines with attendant
male and dog, blue crossed swords mark, incised
number ‘38’ and impressed number ‘43’, 14cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

ASIAN ART - CHINESE
PORCELAIN & WORkS OF ART
559. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose vases,
early 20th century, decorated with pairs of phoenix,
swallows, Manchurian cranes, peony and script within
rouge-de-fer tasselled and Greek Key borders, four
character marks, 36cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
560. A Chinese porcelain blue and white bowl and
cover, Qing Dynasty, decorated with flowers and
scrolling foliage, with four loop suspension terminals,
the domed cover with a shi shi shaped finial, 19cm
diameter x 22.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 557
557. A late 19th/early 20th century Cantagalli
lustre jug, decorated with portrait roundel and winged
mythical beasts, 14cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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562. A Chinese porcelain wucai dragon bowl,
Qianlong seal mark and of the period, decorated
with dragons and phoenix, the interior with circular
panel enclosing a dragon and flaming pearl, 13cm
diameter x 6.5cm high. £2000-3000 (+24%BP*)
563. A Chinese porcelain monochrome glazed bowl
and dark wood cover, the bowl with a finely incised
band of archaic style decoration, raised on three scroll
feet, the dark wood cover pierced with three ruyi
shaped motifs, overall height 10cm x 11cm diameter.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
Lot 561
561. A Chinese porcelain famille rose wine cooler,
Qing Dynasty, decorated with peony, with two shi
shi mask terminals, raised on a tapered oval foot
with diaper panelled border, 35cm wide x 21.5cm
high x 29.5cm deep. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)

564. A Chinese porcelain footed bowl, Qianlong
seal mark but later, decorated with pavilions
and figures in a mountain landscape, 15cm
diameter x 6.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 562
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569. A Chinese porcelain dish, decorated in rougede-fer with peony, lotus and chrysanthemum, the
details picked out in green enamel within a diaper
panelled border, 30cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
570. A Chinese porcelain blue and white
octagonal shaped meat plate, Qing Dynasty,
decorated with pavilion, bridge and figures in river
landscape within floral border, 29cm wide x 21.5cm.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 565
565. A Chinese porcelain monochrome glaze
porcelain brush pot, decorated in shallow relief
with pine trees, blossom trees, birds and ruyi fungus,
moulded Qianlong six character mark, but later, on
fitted carved and pierced wood stand, brush pot 14cm
high x 13.5cm diameter, overall height on stand
18.5cm. £800-1200 (+24%BP*)
566. A Chinese porcelain famille rose figure
of a lady, 20th century, mounted as a table lamp
on fitted wooden plinth, overall 40.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
567. Three Chinese porcelain famille rose armorial
side plates, Qing Dynasty, decorated with armorial
crest above banner inscribed ‘SPARE NOUGHT’,
within gilded spearhead and dragon border, 19.5cm
diameter. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
568. A small collection of Chinese porcelain, Qing
Dynasty and later, to include; a blue and white
lobbed circular dish decorated with three figures,
15.5cm diameter; a blue and white dish decorated with
warrior and female figure divided by scroll shaped
panels, 12.5cm diameter; two blue and white tea
bowls, 8.5cm high and 8cm high; blue and white tea
bowl, saucer and three covers; together with a famille
rose saucer, 11.5cm diameter (10). £40-80 (+24%BP*)

Lot 571
571. A Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal
shaped meat plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated
with urn issuing flowers and precious objects in a
fenced garden, within a repeating foliate border,
45cm x 37cm. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
572. A Chinese porcelain famille rose punch bowl,
Qing Dynasty, the exterior decorated with nine
figures, the interior decorated with two boys, 26cm
diameter x 11.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
573. A Chinese porcelain blue and white plate,
kangxi, decorated with rockwork issuing flowers
and foliage within a border of flowers and rockwork,
Ding mark within double rings, 27cm diameter.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
574. A Chinese porcelain Imari plate, of shaped
circular form decorated with scattered foliate sprays
within a diaper panelled border, 23cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
575. A pair of Chinese blue and white porcelain
plates, Qing Dynasty, decorated with pavilions, trees
and figures in river landscape within diaper borders,
28.5cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
576. A Chinese porcelain blue and white sleeve
vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated with pair of dragons,
peony, chrysanthemum and foliage, four character
mark, 26.5cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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577. A Chinese porcelain famille rose vase, late
19th/early 20th century, decorated with eight figures
within green ground borders of lotus scroll, Qianlong
seal mark, but later, 32.5cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

583. A Chinese porcelain blue and white plate,
Qing Dynasty, decorated with pine tree, figure and
sampan within foliate border, 22.5cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
584. A pair of Chinese porcelain blue and white
octagonal shaped plates, Qing Dynasty, decorated
with pavilions, figures and sampans in river landscape,
22.5cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
585. A pair of Chinese porcelain blue and white
octagonal shaped plates, Qing Dynasty, decorated
with pavilions in a river landscape with famille rose
enamel and gilded decoration, 25.5cm diameter.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
586. A Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal
shaped meat plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
pavilions in river landscape within diaper and floral
border, 29cm x 20cm. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 578
578. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
panels of figures on a gilded ground of flowers and
foliage, the necks with shi shi and ball terminals,
the shoulders set with pairs of chilong, 35.5cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
579. A Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal
shaped soup plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
pavilions and figures on bridge in river landscape,
within diaper and foliate border, 23.5cm diameter.
£40-80 (+24%BP*)
580. A Chinese porcelain famille rose dish,
Qing Dynasty, decorated with rockwork issuing
peony within a panelled border, 26cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
581. A Chinese porcelain famille rose dish,
Republican Period, decorated with fenced garden
of rockwork issuing peony and doves within black
painted border of ruyi, four character mark, 27cm
diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
582. A Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels of
figures divided by panels of flowers, fruit and
birds, on a gilded scroll ground, 24cm diameter.
£30-60 (+24%BP*)
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587. Three small Chinese blue and white porcelain
bowls, one decorated with finger citrus, pomegranates
and character marks, 6cm diameter x 3.5cm high, one
decorated with dragons contesting a flaming pearl,
four character mark, 6cm diameter x 3cm high and
one decorated with dragons and cloud scrolls, 6.5cm
diameter x 3cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
588. A Chinese porcelain crackle glazed blue and
white jar, Qing Dynasty, decorated with shi shi dogs
within burnished borders, incised four character mark,
31cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
589. A pair of Chinese porcelain figural table
lamps, 20th century, one modelled with a scholar, the
other, a lady, on pierced carved wood stands, overall
72cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
590. A Chinese porcelain famille verte vase, late
19th/early 20th century, decorated with rockwork,
peony, tree prunus and pair of long tailed birds
within panelled and formal borders, 60cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
591. A Chinese porcelain blue and white crackle
glazed vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
chrysanthemum and birds within burnished borders,
the neck with mask and ring terminals, incised four
character mark, 35.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
592. A Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton vase,
Qing Dynasty, decorated with rectangular shaped
panels of court figures on a foliate ground, the necks
with shi shi and ball terminals, the shoulders set with
pairs of chilong, 35cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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598. A pair of Chinese porcelain crackle
glazed jars, late Qing Dynasty, decorated with
warriors within burnished borders, 23cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
599. Three assorted Imari plates, 21.5cm diameter,
together with a smaller Imari dish, 16cm diameter and
a Chinese famille rose plate decorated with flowers
and foliage, 25cm diameter (5). £40-80 (+24%BP*)
600. A pair of Chinese porcelain blue and white
Fitzhugh pattern warming plates, Qing Dynasty,
24.5cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
601. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels
of court figures on a ground of flowers and foliage,
the necks set with shi shi and ball terminals, the
shoulders set with pairs of chilong, 36.5cm high.
£500-700 (+24%BP*)
Lot 593
593. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels
of figures, flowers and birds on a richly gilded
ground, the necks with shi shi and ball terminals,
the shoulders set with pairs of chilong, 36cm high.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)
594. A pair of Chinese porcelain powder blue
ground famille verte jars and one cover, Qing
Dynasty, decorated with shaped oval panels enclosing
warriors divided by smaller circular and fan shaped
panels, double ring marks, 35cm high with cover,
29.5cm high without cover. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
595. A pair of Chinese porcelain octagonal shaped
plates, Qing Dynasty, the central roundels decorated
with lotus within a panelled border of peony and
bamboo, 22cm diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
596. A Chinese porcelain famille verte vase,
late 19th/early 20th century, decorated with
leaf shaped panels of rockwork issuing flowers,
branches and birds divided by smaller oval and
circular shaped panels enclosing flowers, birds and
objects, on a ground of stylised flowers and scattered
foliate sprays within panelled borders, 46cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
597. A Chinese porcelain gilt metal mounted vase
converted to a table lamp, late 19th/early 20th
century, the rouleau shaped vase decorated in relief
with rectangular panels of scholar, archer, children
and animals, raised on four scroll feet, overall 35.5cm
high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 602
602. A pair of Chinese porcelain yellow ground
jars and covers, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
warriors, within diaper panelled borders, 47cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
603. A Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton
vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels of figures
divided by panels of flowers, fruit and birds, the necks
with shi shi and ball terminals, the shoulders set with
pairs of chilong, 35cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
604. A Chinese porcelain famille noir ground vase,
Qing Dynasty, decorated in shallow relief with peony,
prunus blossom, chrysanthemum and lotus, 63cm
high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 605

Lot 606
605. A Chinese porcelain famille verte jar and
cover, late 19th/early 20th century, decorated
with mothers and children in a fenced garden
within panelled and formal borders, 45cm high.
£600-800 (+24%BP*)
606. A Chinese porcelain famille verte
Rouleau vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated
with mothers and children in a fenced garden
within diaper panelled borders, 46cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
607. A Chinese famille rose Canton punch
bowl, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels of
figures within gilded Greek key borders, on a
ground of flowers, birds, insects and bats, 36cm
diameter x 15cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
608. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
rectangular shaped panels enclosing court figures
on a ground of flowers, fruit and birds, the necks
with pairs of shi shi and ball terminals, the
shoulders set with pairs of chilong, 46cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 609
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609. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille verte
garlic neck vases, late 19th/early 20th century,
decorated with musicians, flowers and foliage
within a panelled foliate border, double ring
marks, 39.5cm high. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 610

Lot 611

610. A Chinese famille rose porcelain jar and
cover, Qing Dynasty, decorated with four shaped oval
panels enclosing figures in landscapes on a millefleurs
ground, the domed cover with bud shaped finial, 63cm
high. £1500-2000 (+24%BP*)

616. A pair of Chinese yixing incense burners,
formed in two sections with the upper section formed
as a dragon supporting a pierced column, resting on
a rectangular base, impressed seal mark, 27cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

611. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
rectangular shaped panels of court figures on a ground
of flowers and foliage, the necks set with pairs of shi
shi and ball terminals, the shoulders set with pairs of
chilong, 62cm high. £1000-1500 (+24%BP*)

617. A Chinese porcelain yellow ground
octagonal shaped bowl, bearing Qianlong seal
mark, decorated with lotus scroll within ruyi and
Greek Key borders, 19.5cm diameter x 8cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

612. A Chinese porcelain famille verte jardiniere,
Qing Dynasty, decorated with shaped oval panels
of rockwork issuing peony and blossom divided by
small shaped oval panels of blossom and flowers, on
a scrolling foliate ground within diaper borders, 31cm
diameter x 26cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
613. An early Chinese celadon glazed porcelain
bowl, probably Ming, with incised foliate and
scroll decoration, raised on three mask feet, 26cm
diameter x 11cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
614. A green glazed ceramic twin handled
dragon vase, early 20th century, 40cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

618. Three Chinese yixing enamelled teapots and
covers, Qing Dynasty, the largest of cylindrical form
and enamelled with flowers, foliage, butterfly and
prunus, impressed four character mark, 14cm high,
the middle sized teapot and cover of square form with
enamelled decoration of figures, flowers and foliage,
impressed six character mark, 14cm high, the smallest
teapot and cover of oviform shape enamelled with
prunus, peony and foliage, impressed four character
mark,6.5cm high (3). £200-400 (+24%BP*)
619. A Chinese blue and white porcelain
rectangular shaped flask, Qing Dynasty, decorated
with rectangular shaped panels of prunus blossom,
within borders of peony and scrolls, 21cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

615. A large Chinese porcelain famille rose
floor vase, Qing Dynasty, decorated with Court
figures, within diaper panelled borders, 76.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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621. A Chinese gilt bronze rectangular shaped
vase, Qing Dynasty, cast with four oval shaped
panels, the neck with dragon mask terminals
suspending rings, impressed seal mark, 28cm
high x 14.5cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 622

Lot 620
620. A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose
Canton bottle vases, Qing Dynasty, decorated with
panels of figures, the necks with applied shi shi and
ball terminals, the shoulders with applied chilong,
24.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

622. A graduated amber necklace, comprising thirty
seven graduated oval shaped amber beads, the largest
bead approximately 1.5cm wide, the smallest bead
approximately 7mm wide, gross weight 18.3 grams,
39cm long. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 623
623. A Chinese jade, coral and seed pearl pendant,
late 19th/early 20th century, the jade pendant
carved and pierced in the form of a basket of flowers,
suspended from a green silk tassel with red coral bead
enclosed by seed pearl clusters, jade pendant 5.5cm
high x 4.5cm wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)

Lot 621
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624. A Chinese jade, white metal, enamel and semi
precious stone set hand mirror, the circular mirror
plate enclosed within a white metal frame centred
with pierced butterfly and foliate carved jade roundel,
on a ground of enamelled flowers, shou characters and
semi precious stone cabochons, the handle formed
from a belt buckle with dragon carved head and bat
shaped spandrels, mirror diameter 12.5cm, 23.5cm
long. £600-800 (+24%BP*)
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625. A pair of Chinese soapstone book ends, late
19th/early 20th century, carved with figure and ox,
18cm high x 13cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
626. Four Chinese black ground cloisonne
bowls, late 19th/early 20th century, decorated
with stylised flowers and scrolling foliage, 10.5cm
diameter x 5.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
627. A Chinese carved and painted wood six
panel miniature table screen, each panel decorated
with colourful flower and bird paintings, 29cm
high x 51.5cm wide. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
628. A Chinese bronze gong on carved dark wood
stand, late 19th/early 20th century, the bell shaped
gong cast with panels of dragons, birds, turtle and shi
shi, suspended from a dark wood frame carved with
dragon heads, blossom flowers and foliage, overall
66cm high x 47cm wide. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

Lot 624

629. A Chinese jade carving on green polished
and cut stone plinth, the jade carved and pierced
with figure, urn, cicada and flowering branches, the
green polished stone base carved with scrolls, overall
19.5cm high x 13.5cm wide. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
630. A Chinese carnelian snuff bottle and stopper,
the bottle carved with birds, flowers and foliage,
the stopper with foliate carved top, 8.5cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
631. A Chinese silver plated bowl, decorated in
relief with chrysanthemum and foliage, raised on short
foot, impressed marks, 20cm diameter x 9cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
632. A late 19th/early 20th century Chinese
electroplated vase, with embossed decoration
of shield shaped cartouche surrounded by prunus
blossom and birds, scroll shaped cartouche, pavilions
and figures in a river landscape within Greek key and
foliate borders, 40.5cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 629

633. A Chinese dark wood and brass mounted
travelling vanity box, late Qing Dynasty, the
hinged rectangular top opening to reveal a rectangular
mirror plate and front section opening up to reveal
five assorted drawers, the sides with carrying
handles, 24.5cm wide x 20.5cm high x 33cm deep.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
634. A Chinese porcelain blue and white crackle
glazed snuff bottle and stopper, decorated with fish,
the stopper with polished carnelian top, overall 8cm
high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
Lot 633
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635. A Chinese ivory
figure of Guanyin, late
Qing Dynasty, modelled
standing on a lotus
throne, signed on red
lacquer seal, 45.5cm high.
£800-1200 (+24%BP*)
636. A pair of Chinese
cut out pictures,
Official and Elderly
figure, 37cm x 25cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
637. A Chinese carved
wood figure of a
fisherman, late 19th/early
20th century, with inlaid
eyes and teeth, 44cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
638. Two Chinese dark
wood stands, one with
angular scroll carved
frieze, raised on five
bracket feet, overall 16cm
diameter x 7cm high, the
other with pierced and
scroll carved frieze, raised
on four ruyi shaped feet,
15cm diameter x 5.5cm
high. £40-80 (+24%BP*)
Lot 635

Lot 636

639. A Chinese Canton
ivory photograph frame,
Qing Dynasty, of shaped
oval form with a pair
of pierced and carved
dragon doors, opening to a
rectangular aperture within
a border of three dragons
and oval shaped panel,
with two ball shaped feet
and strut support, overall
14cm high x 9cm wide.
£150-250 (+24%BP*)
640. A Chinese dark
wood and silver wire
inlaid circular stand,
raised on four ruyi and
foliate scroll carved
supports united by a
circular stretcher, 14cm
diameter x 8.5cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 639
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641. A pair of Chinese dark wood and silver wire
inlaid square shaped stands, inlaid with ruyi and
scrolls, raised on four supports united by stretchers,
8cm square x 15cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
642. A collection of seven Chinese dark wood
stands, late 19th/early 20th century, comprising;
two plate stands, a small square shaped stand, and
four circular shaped stands (7). £100-200 (+24%BP*)

647. A Chinese bronze koro and cover, Qing
Dynasty, cast with rectangular panels of birds
on flowering branch and minogame, the pierced
cover cast with shi shi and ball finial, 10cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

643. A Chinese silkwork panel, 20th century,
decorated with pavilions and figures in a
mountain landscape, with painted details, signed,
91.5cm x 40.5cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
644. A Chinese silkwork panel, 20th century,
decorated with a pair of ducks, bamboo, flowers and
foliage, with painted details, signed, 109cm x 28cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
645. A collection of assorted Chinese paintings,
early 20th century, predominately landscapes (qty).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 648
648. A pair of Chinese bronze shi shi, Qing
Dynasty, 6cm high x 7.5cm. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 649

Lot 646

649. A Chinese plique-a-jour bowl, Qing Dynasty,
decorated with rectangular shaped panels of
flowers and foliage under a ruyi border, raised on
short circular foot, 10.3cm diameter x 6.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

646. A Chinese carved wood and lacquered figure
of a seated Official, probably Ming, 59cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
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Lot 652

Lot 650
650. A Chinese dark wood, green stone, coral,
ivory and lapis lazuli mounted hexagonal shaped
box and cover, Qing Dynasty, the cover decorated
in relief with a lady arranging a vase of flowers in a
garden of flowering branches, 21cm diameter x 5.5cm
high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

652. An early 20th century Jade necklace,
comprising forty nine ball shaped beads, with
four loose ball shaped beads, 59cm long.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
653. A Chinese jade pendant in the form of
a hare, 3cm x 1.9cm, together with a carnelian
model of a recumbent dog, 3.2cm x 2.1cm (2).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)

Lot 654
Lot 651
651. A Chinese bronze ‘Lion and grapevine’
mirror, possibly Tang Dynasty, 10.2cm diameter.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
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654. A Chinese cinnabar lacquer circular shaped
box and cover, with carved decoration of peony
and scrolls, 6cm diameter x 3cm high, together
with a Chinese soapstone seal, 7.5cm high (2).
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
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655. A pair of Chinese dark wood, mother-of-pearl
and hardstone inlaid boxes, the detachable covers
decorated in shallow relief with long tailed birds
perching on flowering branches, 18cm long x 6.5cm
high x 12cm deep. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

662. A large Japanese octagonal shaped blue
and white charger, late 19th/early 20th century,
decorated with peony, chrysanthemum and
bamboo within a panelled border, 44cm diameter.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

656. A Chinese ivory page turner, Qing Dynasty,
the handle carved with mother and child, the blade
carved with flowers and gourds on a diaper ground,
28cm long x 3.5cm wide. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

ASIAN ART - JAPANESE
CERAMICS & WORkS OF ART

Lot 663
Lot 657
657. A Japanese Satsuma pottery blue ground
vase, Meiji Period, decorated with rectangular shaped
panels of figures, within richly gilded borders, signed,
26.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

663. A Japanese Satsuma pottery vase, Meiji
Period, decorated with peony, iris and butterflies,
the details picked out in red, green, yellow and white
enamels, within richly gilded borders, signed, 16cm
high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

658. A pair of Japanese Imari shell shaped dishes,
late 19th/early 20th century, decorated with bamboo
and prunus, 25cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

664. A Japanese blue and white arita charger,
Edo Period, decorated with a central circular panel
of urn issuing peony within a panelled border, 32.5cm
diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

659. A pair of Japanese porcelain square shaped
Imari jars, late 19th/early 20th century, decorated
with rectangular panels of chrysanthemum and peony,
17cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

665. A pair of Japanese Imari chargers, late 19th/
early 20th century, decorated with circular panels
enclosing three foliate sprays within a panelled border,
37cm diameter. £200-300 (+24%BP*)

660. A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery
hexagonal shaped vases, Meiji Period, decorated
with wisteria and bijin within richly gilded borders,
signed, 18.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

666. A Japanese Imari jardiniere, late 19th/early
20th century, decorated with two panels enclosing
relief moulded figures divided by circular panels of
figures in fenced garden, raised on three bracket feet,
27cm diameter x 18.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

661. A Japanese Satsuma pottery blue ground
hexagonal shaped dish, Meiji Period, decorated
with bijin and children in landscape of pine trees and
pavilions, signed, 31cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

667. A Japanese Imari porcelain jar, Meiji Period,
decorated with panels of trees with flowering branches
supporting birds, 26cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)
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673. A pair of Japanese kutani porcelain vases,
late 19th/early 20th century, the tapered cylindrical
bodies decorated with panels of birds, flowers and
foliage, with mask terminals suspending ribbon tied
tassels, signed, 37cm high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
674. A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery jars
and cover, Meiji Period, decorated with panels of
figures on a richly gilded and diaper ground, raised
on integral hardwood stands with four bracket feet,
38.5cm high. £250-400 (+24%BP*)
675. A set of twelve Japanese Imari dishes,
Meiji Period, decorated with pavilions in a coastal
landscape within a border of peony and foliage, 20cm
diameter. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
676. A pair of Japanese blue and white porcelain
vases, late 19th century, decorated with vacant
rectangular cartouche shaped panels surrounded
by prunus branches and peony, 31.5cm high.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 668
668. A 19th century Japanese blue and white
Arita porcelain jar and associated cover, the
jar decorated with rockwork issuing peony within
scrolling borders, the domed cover decorated with
pavilions in a mountain landscape, overall 33.5cm
high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)
669. A set of five Japanese Kakiemon plates,
Meiji Period, with asymmetric decoration of
prunus and flowering branches, 19cm diameter.
£250-400 (+24%BP*)
670. A Japanese Satsuma pottery rectangular
wall plaque, Meiji Period, decorated with six
figures painting a scroll within a richly gilded border,
29cm x 37cm. £150-250 (+24%BP*)
671. A matched pair of miniature Japanese
Satsuma pottery vases, Meiji Period, decorated with
birds and flowers, 8.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
672. A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery vases,
Meiji Period, decorated with flowering branches and
butterflies, signed, 18.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
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677. A pair of blue and white Japanese chargers,
early 20th century, printed with central circular panel
of character mark within a panelled border of dragons
on a ground of long tailed birds, 30.5cm diameter.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
678. A Japanese Imari charger, late 19th/early
20th century, the central circular panel decorated
with foliate sprays within a panelled border of
chrysanthemum, long tailed birds and diaper motifs,
29cm diameter. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
679. A Japanese Imari charger, late 19th/early
20th century, the circular panel decorated with peony
spray within a panelled border, 30.5cm diameter.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
680. A Japanese blue and white porcelain charger,
late 19th/early 20th century, decorated with prunus
blossom on a cracked ice ground, 31cm diameter.
£50-100 (+24%BP*)
681. A Japanese porcelain charger, late 19th/early
20th century, decorated with carp and pine trees,
35.5cm diameter. £100-200 (+24%BP*)
682. A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery
hexagonal shaped vases, Meiji Period, decorated
with panels of samurai warriors and lohan divided by
panels of peony within richly gilded borders, 37.5cm
high. £200-300 (+24%BP*)
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683. A 19th century Japanese porcelain blue and
white rectangular form vase, decorated with peony,
29cm high. £400-600 (+24%BP*)

689. Three Japanese ivory netsuke, Meiji Period,
one carved with two monkeys, signed, 3.5cm
high x 4cm wide, one carved as a kneeling figure
grinding spice, signed, 3cm high x 2.5cm wide, and
one carved as elderly male figure sitting cross legged
and holding a cup, 4cm high x 3.5cm wide (3).
£100-200 (+24%BP*)

Lot 684
684. A large Japanese Imari vase, Meiji Period,
the tapered cylindrical body decorated with flowers,
foliage and birds, 61.5cm high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)

Lot 690

685. A Japanese Imari porcelain jar and cover,
Meiji Period, decorated with panels of birds and
peony divided by panels of hares, the domed cover
with shi shi finial, 26cm high. £80-120 (+24%BP*)

690. A Japanese green ground, silver wire work
cloisonne vase, Meiji Period, the pear shaped body
decorated with two cockerels and wisteria, 12cm high.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)

686. A Japanese celadon glazed bowl, 20th
century, with flared rim, raised on three short feet,
31cm diameter x 10cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)

691. A Japanese komai style combination cigarette
case, powder compact and sovereign holder, the
rectangular covers decorated with eagle, geese and
dragons, opening to a fitted interior with two internal
hinged compartments, with gilt metal suspension
chain, 9cm x 6.5cm. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

687. A Japanese Ao kutani bottle vase, decorated
with pavilions, figures and pine trees in a river
landscape, 27.5cm high. £50-100 (+24%BP*)
688. A Japanese bronze figure of a farm worker
and gourd, late 19th/early 20th century, 7.5cm
wide x 7.5cm high. £100-200 (+24%BP*)

692. A Japanese yellow ground cloisonne vase,
late 19th/early 20th century, decorated with a
band of colourful flowers and foliage, 21.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
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694. A Japanese ivory netsuke carved with
numerous lohan figures, Meiji Period, 5.5cm
high x 5cm wide. £200-400 (+24%BP*)

Lot 695
Lot 693
693. A Japanese lacquer and white metal pear
shaped vase, Meiji Period, decorated in Maki-e
lacquer with peony, other flowers and foliage,
18.5cm high. £600-800 (+24%BP*)

695. A Japanese silver and dark wood rectangular
shaped box and cover, the detachable cover
decorated with a pair of egrets, lifting off to a plain
interior, raised on four short bracket feet, impressed
marks, 13.5cm wide x 5cm high x 10cm deep.
£400-600 (+24%BP*)
696. A pair of Japanese white
metal, enamel, lacquer and
shibyama decorated hexagonal
shaped twin handled vases, the
trumpet shaped necks with dragon
scroll handles, above a tapered
hexagonal body decorated with
rectangular inlaid panels of birds,
flowers and foliage, raised on
six bracket feet with colourful
enamelled details, 28cm high.
£3000-5000 (+24%BP*)
697. A pair of Japanese
ivory whist markers, Meiji
Period, carved in shallow relief
with monkeys, 9cm x 4.5cm.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)
698. A Japanese woodblock
print, Meiji Period,
bijin arranging prunus,
signed, 37.5cm x 25cm.
£100-200 (+24%BP*)
699. A Japanese ivory okimono
of father and son, Meiji
Period, signed, 16.5cm high.
£200-300 (+24%BP*)

Lot 696
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Lot 703
700. A Japanese ivory tusk vase and cover, Meiji
Period, decorated in shallow relief with three figures,
the cover with tiger carved finial, signed, overall 23cm
high. £300-500 (+24%BP*)
701. A pair of cold painted bronzed spelter
monkey form candlesticks, early 20th century,
comprising gourd shaped candle sconce supported
by three monkeys, the smallest - Hear No Evil, the
middle - Speak No Evil and the bottom - See No Evil,
on square plinth bases with bracket feet, 34cm high.
£300-500 (+24%BP*)
702. A Japanese ivory okimono of family group in
a boat, Meiji Period, signed, 6cm long x 2cm high.
£80-120 (+24%BP*)
703. Nine Japanese watercolours, 19th century,
painted in colours with Court figures, 32cm x 49cm.
£700-900 (+24%BP*)
704. A Japanese woodblock print after utagawa
kunisada, Meiji Period, bijin arranging prunus,
35.5cm x 25.5cm, together with two facsimile
Japanese prints (3). £50-100 (+24%BP*)
705. Two Japanese woodblock prints, early
20th century, winter landscape and figures and
Pavilion with figures, both signed, 37cm x 25cm (2).
£80-120 (+24%BP*)

Lot 704
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706. A Japanese painted silk scroll, Meiji Period,
decorated in colours with a pair of egrets and peony,
framed and glazed, the scroll 129cm x 45cm, overall
150.5cm x 60.5cm. £250-500 (+24%BP*)
707. Two Japanese cloisonne vases, Meiji Period
and later, the taller black ground vase of lobbed form
decorated with peony within stylised borders, 18.5cm
high, together with a hexagonal shaped ginbari
cloisonne vase decorated with birds and waves,
15cm high (2). £80-120 (+24%BP*)
708. A Japanese ivory tusk carving, Meiji Period,
carved as a long boat with figures and children, signed
on red lacquer seal, on carved wood stand, tusk
overall 53cm long. £500-800 (+24%BP*)

END OF SALE

Lot 706

Lot 707

Lot 708
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We are currently inviting suitable entries for our forthcoming Antiques
and Fine Art Sale to be held in Summer 2018. The sale will include
Furniture, Longcase Clocks, Rugs, Works of Art, Clocks, Prints,
Watercolours, Oil Paintings, Silver & Jewellery, Asian Art, European
Ceramics & Glass.
If you would like to discuss selling in this sale or for more information
please contact Nick Burns.
nick.burns@lindsayburns.co.uk
Our new website is now live at www.lindsayburns.co.uk
www.the-saleroom.com
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